The house met at 10:04 a.m. and was called to order by the speaker.

The roll of the house was called and a quorum was announced present (Record 660).

Present — Mr. Speaker(C); Allen; Allison; Anchia; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Biedermann; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Cain; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrier; Darby; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Deshotel; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Gutierrez; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Hernandez; Herrero; Hinojosa; Holland; Howard; Huberty; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.D.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Klick; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Meza; Middleton; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Nevárez; Noble; Oliverson; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Ramos; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Schaefer; Shaheen; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Smither; Springer; Stephenson; Stickland; Stucky; Swanson; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Tinderholt; Toth; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; Walle; White; Wilson; Wray; Wu; Zedler; Zerwas; Zwiener.

Absent, Excused — Lucio.

The invocation was offered by Carlos De La Peña, deacon, Our Lady of Lourdes Church, Eagle Pass, as follows:

Eternal Father, we give you thanks for the gift of life, for the life of each representative in this house of the great State of Texas. You have beautifully reminded us of your humble sovereignty. You indeed are Lord of all creation. Lord, as we begin this day, we ask your blessing that your holy hand may enlighten and firmly guide us as we seek to preserve and promote the dignity and life of all of our people. May this body of legislators always recognize it is their sworn vocation to assist you in administering your benevolence, that an atmosphere of true peace and liberty may prevail in our great State of Texas and throughout the world. Help us to always recognize that it is pride that creates barriers of hate but humility that builds bridges of love and communication. We ask this grace, as we do all favors, in your most holy and loving name. Amen.
The chair recognized Representative J.E. Johnson who led the house in the pledges of allegiance to the United States and Texas flags.

**LEAVE OF ABSENCE GRANTED**

The following member was granted leave of absence for today because of important business in the district:

Lucio on motion of Hernandez.

**CAPITOL PHYSICIAN**

The chair recognized Representative Goldman who presented Dr. Richard Young of Fort Worth as the "Doctor for the Day."

The house welcomed Dr. Young and thanked him for his participation in the Physician of the Day Program sponsored by the Texas Academy of Family Physicians.

**REGULAR ORDER OF BUSINESS SUSPENDED**

On motion of Representative Nevárez and by unanimous consent, the reading and referral of bills was postponed until just prior to adjournment.

**MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE**

A message from the senate was received at this time (see the addendum to the daily journal, Messages from the Senate, Message No. 1).

**COMMITTEE GRANTED PERMISSION TO MEET**

Representative Flynn requested permission for the Committee on Defense and Veterans' Affairs to meet while the house is in session, at 10:30 a.m. today, in 3W.3, to consider pending business.

Permission to meet was granted.

**COMMITTEE MEETING ANNOUNCEMENT**

The following committee meeting was announced:

Defense and Veterans' Affairs, 10:30 a.m. today, 3W.3, for a formal meeting, to consider pending business.

**SB 12 - RULES SUSPENDED**

**HOUSE SPONSOR AUTHORIZED**

Representative Murphy moved to suspend Rule 8, Section 5(d), of the House Rules to designate as house sponsors and co-sponsors for SB 12 all joint authors and co-authors for HB 9 who sign on to HB 9 before SB 12 passes the house on third reading.

The motion prevailed.
Representative Cain moved to suspend all necessary rules to take up and consider at this time **HR 1393**.

The motion prevailed.

The following resolution was laid before the house:

**HR 1393**, Recognizing April 2019 as Autism Awareness Month.

The chair recognized Representative Cain who addressed the house, speaking as follows:

April is National Autism Awareness Month, a time the nation draws its attention to the special gifts of millions of Americans with autism spectrum disorder. Throughout the month of April, we join countless families to recognize those who are on the spectrum and spread the word about the importance of research, awareness, and advocacy. According to the CDC, autism spectrum disorder is a reality for an estimated one in 59 individuals in America. While each person experiences it differently, life on the autism spectrum is usually characterized by a struggle to communicate with others, interpret social cues, and adapt to behavioral norms. For some, life with this condition is immeasurably difficult, if not seemingly impossible. Yet for others, being on the spectrum is not necessarily a barrier to leading a productive and successful life. In fact, being on the autism spectrum can be a valuable part of our identity. I say our identity because I, too, am one of the millions of Americans on the autism spectrum.

For the first time I'm publicly speaking up about my own experience with Asperger's syndrome, a condition on the autism spectrum. Members, right now I suspect many of you are thinking to yourself, so that explains it. And yes, your assumptions are correct—that's why I'm highly intelligent. For the last line, you can blame the speechwriter. The media doesn't often get it right, Fox News included. But when they portray every person with Asperger's as some sort of eccentric genius, well, then they probably got it right. I, along with countless others who experience these challenges brought on by Asperger's and autism, communicate and express myself in a way that is different from others. If I don't maintain eye contact with you, it's not an intentional nonverbal cue of disrespect. Body language—reading it and appropriate use of it—does not come naturally for those on the spectrum. Sometimes the things I say or do may come off completely different than what I intended, but I'm sure you've never noticed that. The bottom line is, if I have to go to the back mic with a point of order that might potentially derail your bill, it's probably just a big misunderstanding. So just go with it.

In all seriousness, with April being Autism Awareness Month and with the Texas House having open and honest conversation about the realities of learning disorders such as dyslexia, I was inspired to come forward and share my story in hopes of changing the conversation surrounding autism. For the Texas children struggling to come to terms with their autism, I want you to know that I've been in your shoes. My experience is not universal, and many Texans have it much,
much harder than I do. But I also believe I have the opportunity and the platform
to empower younger generations who have to work every single day to overcome
those same obstacles that I do. The unfortunate reality is that autism never takes a
day off. It has no cure. As far as we know, we can't make it go away. Instead, our
focus should be on maximizing the potential and improving the quality of life for
every person on the spectrum. That starts with raising awareness and having an
honest conversation about our own experiences. April is yet another opportunity
for us to do that. I hope y'all will join me in recognizing the month of April as
Autism Awareness Month in Texas. Thank you.

HR 1393 was adopted.

On motion of Representative Zedler, the names of all the members of the
house were added to HR 1393 as signers thereof.

REMARKS ORDERED PRINTED

Representative Schaefer moved to print remarks by Representative Cain on
HR 1393.

The motion prevailed.

HR 1378 - ADOPTED
(by Y. Davis)

Representative Y. Davis moved to suspend all necessary rules to take up and
consider at this time HR 1378.

The motion prevailed.

The following resolution was laid before the house:

HR 1378, In memory of Dorothy Dell Dean of Dallas.

HR 1378 was unanimously adopted by a rising vote.

On motion of Representative Rose, the names of all the members of the
house were added to HR 1378 as signers thereof.

HR 414 - INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS

The chair recognized Representative S. Davis who introduced
representatives of the Texas Federation of Republican Women.

LEAVE OF ABSENCE GRANTED

The following member was granted leave of absence for the remainder of
today because of important business in the district:

Walle on motion of Herrero.

COMMITTEE GRANTED PERMISSION TO MEET

Representative Klick requested permission for the Committee on Elections
to meet while the house is in session, at 11 a.m. today, in 3W.15, to consider
pending business.

Permission to meet was granted.
COMMITTEE MEETING ANNOUNCEMENT

The following committee meeting was announced:

Elections, 11 a.m. today, 3W.15, for a formal meeting, to consider pending business.

HR 1269 - ADOPTED
(by Gervin-Hawkins)

Representative Gervin-Hawkins moved to suspend all necessary rules to take up and consider at this time HR 1269.

The motion prevailed.

The following resolution was laid before the house:

HR 1269, In memory of former state representative Ruth Jones McClendon of San Antonio.

The chair recognized Representative Gervin-Hawkins who addressed the house, speaking as follows:

Members, this is a great day for us in honoring one of our own as we honor the memory of Representative Ruth Jones McClendon, who passed on December 19, 2017, at the sweet age of 74. Ruth served as the state representative for Texas House District 120 from 1996 to 2016. As a member of the house, she was dedicated to doing whatever she could do to make our community a better place to live. She passed numerous bills and filed countless others all with the intention of bettering District 120. She also served for two terms as the chair of the House Committee on Rules and Resolutions during the 83rd and 84th Legislative Sessions.

Ruth was far more than just a politician. Before being elected to the house, she served for 17 years as a juvenile probation officer. She made it part of her life's work to work with children who had made mistakes and to help them to turn their lives around. Ruth also served on the City of San Antonio City Council as the mayor pro tempore from June 1993 until August 1996. Ruth cared about ensuring that students learn about the political system and established the Ruth Jones McClendon Legislative Scholars Program with The University of Texas at San Antonio. The program offers students an internship in the Texas Capitol during legislative sessions from January through May, and I have continued this program. In November 2015, Ruth's service to our community was commemorated by the opening of the Ruth Jones McClendon Learning Academy at the George Gervin Academy. Named in her honor, this middle school focuses on setting children on the right path from a young age. This past year, the school received an A letter grade, all in the name of Ruth. In February 2016, St. Philip's College, the only historically African American- and Hispanic-serving college nationally recognized, opened the Honorable Ruth Jones McClendon Collection as the final highlight of their African American Heritage Month celebration. The collection holds hundreds of artifacts accumulated during Ruth McClendon's years of service. Ruth McClendon believed that St. Philip's was a jewel of the East Side, and it is appropriate that her collection find its home at the school.
I think I speak for everyone when I say that Ruth is missed. She was a great member of the house and a dedicated servant. I am proud to call her a friend, and I am proud to serve with her as my predecessor. Her work touched and inspired so many throughout our community and will undoubtedly continue to do so far into the future. Ruth—I call her "the lady called Ruth"—worked tirelessly to serve the people of District 120, and again, I am proud to follow my predecessor.

**HR 1269** was unanimously adopted by a rising vote.

On motion of Representative Y. Davis, the names of all the members of the house were added to **HR 1269** as signers thereof.

The chair recognized Representative Rose who addressed the house, speaking as follows:

As many of you know, Representative McClendon and I shared a special bond through our sisterhood in our sorority, Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc., and I really thought about her today with all the red jackets. Because usually when we have Red and White Day, we have a room full of sorors who are here in their red attire, and I always tease about the fact that the Republican Party hadn't tapped into the African American community that much. I am so honored to be able to be here to recognize her and how special she was to me. One of the things that she did before she left—she did give me several tasks that she wanted me to complete—one of the things was Minority Cancer Awareness Month, which is April. I will be coming forth with a resolution on that, but the date that we were scheduled to have Minority Cancer Awareness Month was the day that my father passed, giving me a greater reason and for me to have a greater voice on the issue. I'm just thankful that I had the opportunity to know and love her.

The chair recognized Representative Y. Davis who addressed the house, speaking as follows:

I, too, want to join my colleagues in honoring the legacy of Ruth Jones McClendon. Ruth was a graceful woman, elegant in her own way but very forceful and very committed to what she was trying to achieve. And when Representative Gervin-Hawkins talks about her commitment to her district, she was committed to the State of Texas. She worked tirelessly in all efforts around the state as it relates to improving the quality of life for others, and so we're all benefiting from her efforts and her commitment to making life better for everyone. This honor is certainly something and this resolution is certainly something that we should recognize as befitting a leader like Ruth Jones McClendon. We want to thank her family who allowed us to have her as long as we had her here in this chamber making a difference for all of us. Because you know we all spend a lot of time away from our families, so they lose time when we gain time. So we want to thank them for allowing us to have Ruth with us and sharing her time and let them know that we continue to remember her legacy and the kinds of issues that she fought for. We all wake up trying to be as good as Ruth was on any given day, so thank you for that.
INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS

The chair recognized Representative Gervin-Hawkins who introduced family members and friends of the Honorable Ruth Jones McClendon.

Speaker Bonnen addressed the house, speaking as follows:

Ruth was a classmate of mine. We came in together, and the only person cooler than Ruth Jones McClendon was Denver. Denver knows how much I loved Ruth, and I love Denver. I’ll never forget the time that Denver was on the college board, and Ruth was opposing the college board’s bonds. You remember that, Denver? That was a fun time. Ruth was unafraid and courageous, and for those of you who remember, she never missed a day in this body even though she was very, very, very hard battling cancer. Ruth is a friend I will never forget, and I will never forget her extraordinary service and her courageousness in her battle through cancer. There were days that I didn’t understand how she was getting to and from the floor, but she did it, and she got back the next day. Denver, we love you, and we miss Ruth.

(Speaker pro tempore in the chair)

REMARKS ORDERED PRINTED

Representative C. Turner moved to print all remarks on HR 1269.

The motion prevailed.

COMMITTEE GRANTED PERMISSION TO MEET

Representative Murphy requested permission for the Committee on Calendars to meet while the house is in session, at 11:30 a.m. today, in 3W.9, to consider a calendar.

Permission to meet was granted.

COMMITTEE MEETING ANNOUNCEMENT

The following committee meeting was announced:

Calendars, 11:30 a.m. today, 3W.9, for a formal meeting, to consider a calendar.

HR 1376 - ADOPTED
(by Murr)

Representative Murr moved to suspend all necessary rules to take up and consider at this time HR 1376.

The motion prevailed.

The following resolution was laid before the house:

HR 1376, In memory of Capy Alexander of Wylie.

HR 1376 was unanimously adopted by a rising vote.

INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS

The chair recognized Representative Murr who introduced friends of Capy Alexander.
COMMITTEE GRANTED PERMISSION TO MEET

Representative Anchia requested permission for the Committee on International Relations and Economic Development to meet while the house is in session, at 11:30 a.m. today, in 1W.14, to consider pending business.

Permission to meet was granted.

COMMITTEE MEETING ANNOUNCEMENT

The following committee meeting was announced:

International Relations and Economic Development, 11:30 a.m. today, 1W.14, for a formal meeting, to consider pending business.

HR 924 - INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS

The chair recognized Representative S. Thompson who introduced family members and friends of the Honorable Paul Cruz Moreno.

(Speaker in the chair)

HR 1319 - ADOPTED
(by Clardy)

Representative Clardy moved to suspend all necessary rules to take up and consider at this time HR 1319.

The motion prevailed.

The following resolution was laid before the house:

HR 1319, Recognizing Karen Morris of Jacksonville for her contributions to the Texas Federation of Republican Women.

HR 1319 was adopted.

HR 1199 - ADOPTED
(by Zwiener)

Representative Zwiener moved to suspend all necessary rules to take up and consider at this time HR 1199.

The motion prevailed.

The following resolution was laid before the house:

HR 1199, Recognizing April 25, 2019, as San Marcos Day at the State Capitol.

HR 1199 was adopted.

On motion of Representative Kuempel, the names of all the members of the house were added to HR 1199 as signers thereof.

HR 809 - ADOPTED
(by Zwiener)

Representative Zwiener moved to suspend all necessary rules to take up and consider at this time HR 809.

The motion prevailed.
The following resolution was laid before the house:

**HR 809**, Recognizing April 25, 2019, as Texas DNA and Adoptee Search Support Day at the State Capitol.

**HR 809** was adopted.

**HR 1188 - ADOPTED**
(by Vo, J.E. Johnson, Wu, Button, and C. Turner)

Representative Vo moved to suspend all necessary rules to take up and consider at this time **HR 1188**.

The motion prevailed.

The following resolution was laid before the house:

**HR 1188**, Recognizing April 25, 2019, as Vietnamese American Day at the State Capitol.

**HR 1188** was adopted.

On motion of Representative Bernal, the names of all the members of the house were added to **HR 1188** as signers thereof.

**INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS**

The chair recognized Representative Vo who introduced participants in Vietnamese American Day.

**HR 1049 - INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS**

The chair recognized Representative Goldman who introduced Dr. F. Dominic Dottavio and his wife, Lisette, and representatives of Tarleton State University.

(Goldman in the chair)

**HR 1248 - ADOPTED**
(by Nevárez)

Representative Nevárez moved to suspend all necessary rules to take up and consider at this time **HR 1248**.

The motion prevailed.

The following resolution was laid before the house:

**HR 1248**, Recognizing April 25, 2019, as Pecos County 4-H Day at the State Capitol.

**HR 1248** was adopted.

**INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS**

The chair recognized Representative Nevárez who introduced representatives of Pecos County 4-H.
HR 1266 - ADOPTED
(by Parker)

Representative Parker moved to suspend all necessary rules to take up and consider at this time **HR 1266**.

The motion prevailed.

The following resolution was laid before the house:

**HR 1266**, Recognizing April 25, 2019, as United Kingdom Day at the State Capitol.

**HR 1266** was adopted.

On motion of Representative Nevárez, the names of all the members of the house were added to **HR 1266** as signers thereof.

**INTRODUCTION OF GUEST**

The chair recognized Representative Parker who introduced British Consul General Karen Bell.

HR 1315 - ADOPTED
(by Nevárez)

Representative Nevárez moved to suspend all necessary rules to take up and consider at this time **HR 1315**.

The motion prevailed.

The following resolution was laid before the house:


**HR 1315** was adopted.

HR 1390 - ADOPTED
(by Rose)

Representative Rose moved to suspend all necessary rules to take up and consider at this time **HR 1390**.

The motion prevailed.

The following resolution was laid before the house:

**HR 1390**, In memory of Shelbi Nicole Stephens.

**HR 1390** was unanimously adopted by a rising vote.

**COMMITTEE MEETING ANNOUNCEMENTS**

The following committee meetings were announced:

Homeland Security and Public Safety, upon lunch recess today, Desk 75, for a formal meeting, to consider pending business.

Judiciary and Civil Jurisprudence, upon lunch recess today, Desk 21, for a formal meeting, to consider pending business.
Licensing and Administrative Procedures, upon lunch recess today, Desk 1, for a formal meeting, to consider pending business.

Natural Resources, upon lunch recess today, Desk 112, for a formal meeting, to consider pending business.

**HR 1390 - NAMES ADDED**

On motion of Representative Sherman, the names of all the members of the house were added to **HR 1390** as signers thereof.

**RECESS**

Representative Stephenson moved that the house recess until 1:30 p.m. today.

The motion prevailed.

The house accordingly, at 12:13 p.m., recessed until 1:30 p.m. today.

**AFTERNOON SESSION**

The house met at 1:38 p.m. and was called to order by the speaker.

**REGULAR ORDER OF BUSINESS SUSPENDED**

On motion of Representative Burrows, the third reading Major State and General State house bills calendars were deferred until the conclusion of the second reading Major State house bills calendar.

(Goldman in the chair)

**MAJOR STATE CALENDAR**

**SENATE BILLS**

**THIRD READING**

The following bills were laid before the house and read third time:

**SB 12 ON THIRD READING**

(G. Bonnen, Murphy, M. González, Meyer, Walle, et al. - House Sponsors)

**SB 12**, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to the contributions to and benefits under the Teacher Retirement System of Texas.

**SB 12** was passed by (Record 661): 145 Yeas, 1 Nays, 1 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anchia; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Biedermann; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Cain; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrider; Darby; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Deshotel; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman(C); González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Gutierrez; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Hernandez; Herrero; Hinojosa; Holland; Howard; Huberty; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.D.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Klick; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Meza; Middleton; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Nevárez; Noble; Oliverson;
STATEMENT OF VOTE

When Record No. 661 was taken, my vote failed to register. I would have voted yes.

Raney

SB 12 - HOUSE SPONSOR AUTHORIZED


GENERAL STATE CALENDAR
SENATE BILLS
THIRD READING

The following bills were laid before the house and read third time:

SB 213 ON THIRD READING
(Huberty - House Sponsor)

SB 213, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to the use of individual graduation committees and other alternative methods to satisfy certain public high school graduation requirements.
SB 213 was passed by (Record 662): 145 Yeas, 0 Nays, 3 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anchia; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Biedermann; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Cain; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddock; Cyrier; Darby; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Deshotel; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Gutierrez; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Hernandez; Herrero; Hinojosa; Holland; Howard; Huberty; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.D.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, T.; Klick; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Meza; Middleton; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Nevárez; Noble; Oliverson; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Ramos; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Schaefer; Shaheen; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Smither; Springer; Stephenson; Stickland; Stucky; Swanson; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Tinderholt; Toth; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wilson; Wray; Wu; Zedler; Zerwas; Zwiener.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker; Goldman(C); King, P.

Absent, Excused — Lucio; Walle.

STATEMENTS OF VOTE

When Record No. 662 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Flynn

When Record No. 662 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Hunter

SB 928 ON THIRD READING
(Goldman - House Sponsor)

SB 928, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to the importation and use for manufacturing purposes of malt beverages by the holder of a brewer's permit or manufacturer's license.

SB 928 was passed by (Record 663): 145 Yeas, 0 Nays, 2 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allison; Anchia; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Biedermann; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Cain; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddock; Cyrier; Darby; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Deshotel; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Gutierrez; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Hernandez; Herrero; Hinojosa; Holland; Howard; Huberty; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.D.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, T.; Klick; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Meza; Middleton; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Nevárez; Noble; Oliverson; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Ramos; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Schaefer; Shaheen; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Smither; Springer; Stephenson; Stickland; Stucky; Swanson; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Tinderholt; Toth; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wilson; Wray; Wu; Zedler; Zerwas; Zwiener.
STATEMENT OF VOTE

When Record No. 663 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Lang

SB 1142 ON THIRD READING
(Howard - House Sponsor)

SB 1142, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to authority of the Travis County Healthcare District to appoint, contract for, or employ physicians.

SB 1142 was passed by (Record 664): 132 Yeas, 13 Nays, 3 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anchia; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Blanco; Bohac; Bowers; Buckley; Buyc; Burns; Burrows; Button; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Clardy; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrier; Darby; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Deshotel; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Gerter-Hawkins; Gonzalez, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guilleen; Gutierrez; Harless; Hernandez; Herrero; Hinojosa; Howard; Huberty; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.D.; Johnson, J.E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Klick; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Meza; Middleton; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Nevárez; Noble; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Parker; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Ramos; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Schaefer; Shaheen; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Smitehe; Springer; Stephenson; Stucky; Swanson; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wilson; Wray; Wu; Zedler; Zerwas; Zwiener.
Nays — Biedermann; Bonnen; Cain; Harris; Hefner; Holland; Krause; Middleton; Oliverson; Patterson; Stickland; Tinderholt; Toth.
Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker; Cole; Goldman(C).
Absent, Excused — Lucio; Walle.

STATEMENTS OF VOTE
When Record No. 664 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Springer

When Record No. 664 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Swanson

RULES SUSPENDED
FLOOR PRIVILEGES
Representative Neva´rez moved to suspend Rule 5, Section 11, of the House Rules to entitle necessary staff from the Sunset Advisory Commission privileges of the floor of the house during consideration of SB 606, SB 607, SB 612, SB 614, SB 625, SB 626, SB 627, and HB 1545.

The motion prevailed.

MAJOR STATE CALENDAR
SENATE BILLS
SECOND READING
The following bills were laid before the house and read second time:

SB 606 ON SECOND READING
(Neva´rez - House Sponsor)

SB 606, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to the Lower Colorado River Authority, following recommendations of the Sunset Advisory Commission.

SB 606 was passed to third reading.

CSSB 607 ON SECOND READING
(Flynn - House Sponsor)

CSSB 607, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to the operations and functions of the Veterans' Land Board and the sunset review date for and programs administered by the board.

Amendment No. 1
Representative Schaefer offered the following amendment to CSSB 607:
Amend CSSB 607 (house committee report) by striking SECTIONS 5, 6, and 7 of the bill and renumbering subsequent SECTIONS of the bill accordingly.

Representative Flynn moved to postpone consideration of CSSB 607 until 3 p.m. today.

The motion prevailed.
LEAVE OF ABSENCE GRANTED

The following member was granted leave of absence for the remainder of today because of important business:

Anchia on motion of Blanco.

MAJOR STATE CALENDAR
(consideration continued)

SB 612 ON SECOND READING
(Nevárez - House Sponsor)

SB 612, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to the continuation and functions of the State Office of Risk Management.

SB 612 was passed to third reading.

SB 614 ON SECOND READING
(Lambert - House Sponsor)

SB 614, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to the continuation and functions of the Finance Commission of Texas, the Texas Department of Banking, and the Department of Savings and Mortgage Lending, to the training requirements applicable to the agencies overseen by the Finance Commission of Texas, and to the regulation of certain financial institutions and businesses.

SB 614 was passed to third reading.

SB 625 ON SECOND READING
(S. Thompson - House Sponsor)

SB 625, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to the Nueces River Authority, following recommendations of the Sunset Advisory Commission.

SB 625 was passed to third reading.

SB 626 ON SECOND READING
(Flynn - House Sponsor)

SB 626, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to the Guadalupe-Blanco River Authority; following the recommendations of the Sunset Advisory Commission.

SB 626 was passed to third reading.

SB 627 ON SECOND READING
(Nevárez - House Sponsor)

SB 627, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to the Red River Authority, following recommendations of the Sunset Advisory Commission.

SB 627 was passed to third reading.

POSTPONED BUSINESS

The following bills were laid before the house as postponed business:
SJR 32 ON SECOND READING
(Tinderholt - House Sponsor)

SJR 32, A joint resolution proposing a constitutional amendment to allow the transfer of a law enforcement animal to a qualified caretaker in certain circumstances.

SJR 32 was considered in lieu of HJR 96.

SJR 32 was read second time and was adopted by (Record 665): 145 Yeas, 0 Nays, 2 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Biedermann; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Cain; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrier; Darby; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Deshotel; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Gutierrez; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Hernandez; Herrera; Hinojosa; Holland; Howard; Huberty; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.D.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Klick; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Meza; Middleton; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Nevárez; Noble; Oliverson; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Ramos; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Schaefer; Shaheen; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Smithee; Springer; Stephenson; Stickland; Stucky; Swanson; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Tinderholt; Toth; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wilson; Wray; Wu; Zedler; Zerwas; Zwiener.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker; Goldman(C).

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Lucio; Walle.

HJR 96 - LAID ON THE TABLE SUBJECT TO CALL

Representative Tinderholt moved to lay HJR 96 on the table subject to call. The motion prevailed.

LEAVE OF ABSENCE GRANTED

The following member was granted leave of absence for the remainder of today because of important business in the district:

J.D. Johnson on motion of C. Bell.

CSHB 3063 ON SECOND READING
(by Smithee, Geren, and Tinderholt)

CSHB 3063, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to the transfer of a retired law enforcement animal.

CSHB 3063 was read second time on April 16 and was postponed until 9 a.m. today.
Representative Smithee moved to postpone consideration of CSHB 3063 until 9 a.m. Tuesday, April 30.

The motion prevailed.

**SB 658 ON SECOND READING**
*(Clardy, Ashby, Lambert, and White - House Sponsors)*

SB 658, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to making permanent the former temporary increases in records archive fees and records management and preservation fees charged by district and county clerks.

SB 658 was considered in lieu of HB 686.

SB 658 was read second time.

**Amendment No. 1**

Representative Clardy offered the following amendment to SB 658:

Amend SB 658 (house committee printing) by adding the following appropriately numbered SECTION to the bill and renumbering the subsequent SECTIONS of the bill accordingly:

**SECTION ____.** Section 118.025(g), Local Government Code, is amended to read as follows:

(g) Before collecting the fee under this section, the county clerk may [shall] prepare an annual written plan for funding the preservation and restoration of the county clerk’s records archive. If a plan is prepared, the commissioner[s] court shall publish notice of a public hearing on the plan in a newspaper of general circulation in the county not later than the 15th day before the date of the hearing. After the public hearing, the plan shall be considered for approval by the commissioners court. If a plan is prepared, funds [Funds] from the records archive account may be expended only as provided by the plan. All expenditures from the records archive account shall comply with Subchapter C, Chapter 262. The hearing may be held during the budget process. After establishing the fee, the plan may be approved annually during the budget process.

Amendment No. 1 was adopted.

A record vote was requested by Representative Stickland.

SB 658, as amended, was passed to third reading by (Record 666): 140 Yeas, 1 Nays, 2 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Biedermann; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Cain; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrier; Darby; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Deshotel; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guilien; Gutierrez; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Herrero; Hinojosa; Holland; Howard; Huberty; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Klick; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer;
Meza; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Nevárez; Noble; Oliverson; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Ramos; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Schaefer; Shaheen; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Smithee; Springer; Stephenson; Stucky; Swanson; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Tinderholt; Toth; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wilson; Wray; Wu; Zedler; Zerwas; Zwiener.

Nays — Stickland.
Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker; Goldman(C).
Absent, Excused — Anchia; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.
Absent — Allison; Hernandez; Middleton.

STATEMENTS OF VOTE

When Record No. 666 was taken, I was in the house but away from my desk. I would have voted yes.

Allison
When Record No. 666 was taken, I was in the house but away from my desk. I would have voted yes.

Middleton
When Record No. 666 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Swanson
When Record No. 666 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Tinderholt

HB 686 - LAID ON THE TABLE SUBJECT TO CALL
Representative Clardy moved to lay HB 686 on the table subject to call.
The motion prevailed.

HB 2298 ON SECOND READING
(by Parker, Button, Shaheen, Leach, Meyer, et al.)

HB 2298, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to designating January 28 as Sexual Assault Survivors Day.

HB 2298 was read second time on April 16 and was postponed until 10 a.m. today.

HB 2298 was passed to engrossment.
CSHB 885 ON SECOND READING  
(by Raney, Stucky, Anchia, Harless, Lambert, et al.)

CSHB 885, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to wage requirements for community rehabilitation programs participating in the purchasing from people with disabilities program.

CSHB 885 was read second time on April 16 and was postponed until 10 a.m. today.

Representative Leach moved to postpone consideration of CSHB 885 until 10 a.m. Monday, April 29.

The motion prevailed.

(Speaker in the chair)

SB 812 ON SECOND READING  
(S. Thompson, Coleman, Allen, J.D. Johnson, Morales, et al. - House Sponsors)

SB 812, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to the application of the limit on appraised value of a residence homestead for ad valorem tax purposes to an improvement that is a replacement structure for a structure that was rendered uninhabitable or unusable by a casualty or by wind or water damage.

SB 812 was considered in lieu of CSHB 1842.

SB 812 was read second time and was passed to third reading.

CSHB 1842 - LAID ON THE TABLE SUBJECT TO CALL

Representative S. Thompson moved to lay CSHB 1842 on the table subject to call.

The motion prevailed.

HB 925 ON SECOND READING  
(by Springer and Frank)

HB 925, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to the composition of the board of directors of the Gateway Groundwater Conservation District.

HB 925 was read second time on March 26, postponed until April 15, postponed until April 23, and was again postponed until 10 a.m. today.

Representative Springer moved to postpone consideration of HB 925 until 10 a.m. tomorrow.

The motion prevailed.

HB 1378 ON SECOND READING  
(by Frullo)

HB 1378, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to the authority of the Lubbock County Hospital District of Lubbock County, Texas, to employ and commission peace officers.
HB 1378 was read second time on April 9, postponed until April 15, postponed until April 23, and was again postponed until 10 a.m. today.

Representative Frullo moved to postpone consideration of HB 1378 until 10 a.m. Monday, April 29.

The motion prevailed.

CSHB 629 ON SECOND READING
(by Landgraf)

CSHB 629, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to establishing a protective order registry and the duties of court personnel and other persons and entities in regard to the registry.

CSHB 629 was read second time on April 15, postponed until April 23, and was again postponed until 10 a.m. today.

Representative Landgraf moved to postpone consideration of HB 629 until 10 a.m. tomorrow.

The motion prevailed.

HB 1209 ON SECOND READING
(by Rodriguez, Morrison, Moody, Minjarez, and Herrero)

HB 1209, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to the right to vacate and avoid residential lease liability following the occurrence of family violence.

HB 1209 was read second time on April 16, postponed until April 23, and was again postponed until 10 a.m. today.

Representative Rodriguez moved to postpone consideration of HB 1209 until 10 a.m. tomorrow.

The motion prevailed.

CSSB 607 ON SECOND READING
(Flynn - House Sponsor)

CSSB 607, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to the operations and functions of the Veterans’ Land Board and the sunset review date for and programs administered by the board.

CSSB 607 was read second time earlier today, an amendment was offered, and CSSB 607 was postponed until this time. Amendment No. 1 was pending at the time of postponement.

Representative Flynn moved to postpone consideration of CSSB 607 until 10 a.m. tomorrow.

The motion prevailed.
HJR 145 ON SECOND READING
(by S. Davis)

HJR 145, A joint resolution proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the issuance of general obligation bonds to provide financial assistance to political subdivisions located in areas of the state affected by a disaster.

HJR 145 was read second time on April 17, postponed until April 23, and was again postponed until 10 a.m. today.

Amendment No. 1

Representative Coleman offered the following amendment to HJR 145:

Amend HJR 145 (house committee printing) on page 1, line 11, by deleting "$500 million" and adding "$4 billion".

On page 2, line 9, after "appropriation" add "out of the economic stabilization fund."

Amendment No. 1 was adopted.

HJR 145, as amended, was passed to engrossment by (Record 667): 72 Yeas, 71 Nays, 1 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Beckley; Bernal; Blanco; Bowers; Bucy; Calanni; Canales; Clardy; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Deshotel; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Fierro; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Gutierrez; Harless; Hernandez; Herrero; Hinojosa; Howard; Huberty; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; King, T.; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Meza; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Muñoz; Neave; Nevárez; Ortega; Pacheco; Perez; Phelan; Ramos; Raney; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sherman; Stephenson; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, S.; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; Vo; Wu; Zedler; Zwiener.

Nays — Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Biedermann; Bohac; Bonnen; Buckley; Burns; Burrows; Button; Cain; Capriglione; Craddick; Cyrier; Darby; Dean; Flynn; Frullo; Goldman; Harris; Hefner; Holland; Hunter; Kacal; King, K.; King, P.; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leach; Leman; Metcalf; Meyer; Middleton; Miller; Morrison; Murphy; Murr; Noble; Oliverson; Paddie; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Price; Raymond; Sanford; Schaefer; Shaheen; Sheffield; Shine; Smith; Smithee; Springer; Stickland; Stucky; Swanson; Thompson, E.; Tinderholt; Toth; VanDeaver; White; Wilson; Wray; Zerwas.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker(C).

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent — Frank; Klick.
STATEMENTS OF VOTE
When Record No. 667 was taken, I was shown voting no. I intended to vote yes.

Bohac

When Record No. 667 was taken, I was shown voting no. I intended to vote yes.

G. Bonnen

When Record No. 667 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Zedler

HB 2748 ON SECOND READING
(by Perez)

HB 2748, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to regulation of the retail sale of fireworks.

HB 2748 was read second time on April 23 and was postponed until 10 a.m. today.

Representative Perez moved to postpone consideration of HB 2748 until 10 a.m. Tuesday, April 30.

The motion prevailed.

CSHB 2496 ON SECOND READING
(by Cyrier, Cole, Gervin-Hawkins, and J.D. Johnson)

CSHB 2496, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to the designation of a property as a historic landmark by a municipality.

CSHB 2496 was read second time on April 24 and was postponed until 10 a.m. today.

(Speaker pro tempore in the chair)

Amendment No. 1

Representative Cole offered the following amendment to CSHB 2496:

Amend CSHB 2496 (house committee printing) as follows:
(1) On page 1, line 7, strike "A" and substitute "Except as provided by Subsection (b), a".
(2) On page 1, between lines 19 and 20, insert the following:
(b) If the property is owned by an organization that qualifies as a religious organization under Section 11.20, Tax Code, the municipality may designate the property as a local historic landmark only if the organization consents to the designation.
(c) The municipality must provide the property owner a statement that describes the impact that a historic designation of the owner's property may have on the owner and the owner's property. The municipality must provide the statement to the owner not later than the 15th day before the date of the initial hearing on the historic designation of the property of:

1. the zoning, planning, or historical commission, if any; or
2. the governing body of the municipality.

(d) The historic designation impact statement must include lists of the:

1. regulations that may be applied to any structure on the property after the designation;
2. procedures for the designation;
3. tax benefits that may be applied to the property after the designation; and
4. rehabilitation or repair programs that the municipality offers for a property designated as historic.

3. On page 1, line 20, strike "(b)" and substitute "(e)".

A record vote was requested by Representative Beckley.

Amendment No. 1 was adopted by (Record 668): 114 Yeas, 24 Nays, 4 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Biedermann; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Cain; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Collier; Craddick; Cyrier; Darby; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Dominguez; Dutton; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, J.; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Hernandez; Hinojosa; Holland; Johnson, E.; Kacal; King, P.; King, T.; Klick; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lozano; Metcalf; Meyer; Miller; Minjarez; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murr; Nevárez; Noble; Oliverson; Ortega; Paddie; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Phelan; Price; Ramos; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Schaefer; Shaheen; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Smither; Springer; Stephenson; Stickland; Stucky; Swanson; Talarico; Thompson, E.; Tinderholt; Toth; Turner, C.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wilson; Wray; Wu; Zedler; Zerwas.

Nays — Beckley; Bernal; Coleman; Cortez; Farrar; González, M.; Goodwin; Gutierrez; Howard; Huberty; Johnson, J.E.; King, K.; Lopez; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Meza; Murphy; Neave; Perez; Rodriguez; Thierry; Thompson, S.; Turner, J.; Zwiener.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker; Hunter; Israel; Moody(C).

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent — Deshotel; Herrero; Middleton; Pacheco.
STATEMENTS OF VOTE

When Record No. 668 was taken, I was in the house but away from my desk. I would have voted yes.

Deshotel

When Record No. 668 was taken, I was in the house but away from my desk. I would have voted yes.

Herrero

When Record No. 668 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Hinojosa

When Record No. 668 was taken, I was in the house but away from my desk. I would have voted yes.

Middleton

When Record No. 668 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Ramos

Amendment No. 2

Representative Hinojosa offered the following amendment to CSHB 2496:

Amend CSHB 2496 (house committee printing), on page 1, by striking lines 15 through 19 and substituting the following:

(2) the designation is approved by a three-fourths vote of the governing body of the municipality.

A record vote was requested by Representative Hinojosa.

Amendment No. 2 failed of adoption by (Record 669): 41 Yeas, 101 Nays, 4 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Beckley; Bernal; Blanco; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Deshotel; Dutton; Farrar; Fierro; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Gutierrez; Herrero; Hinojosa; Howard; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Lopez; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Meza; Minjarez; Muñoz; Neave; Nevárez; Ortega; Perez; Ramos; Raymond; Rodriguez; Romero; Rosenthal; Thierry; Turner, J.; Vo; Zwiener.

Nays — Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Biedermann; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Cain; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Craddick; Cyrier; Darby; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Dominguez; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Hernandez; Holland; Huberty; Kacal; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Klick; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lozano; Metcalf; Meyer; Middleton; Miller; Morales; Morrison; Murphy; Mur; Noble; Oliverson; Pacheco; Paddie; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Phelan; Price; Raney; Reynolds; Rose; Sanford; Schaefer; Shaheen;
Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Smithee; Springer; Stephenson; Stickland; Stucky; Swanson; Talarico; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Tinderholt; Toth; Turner, C.; VanDeaver; White; Wilson; Wray; Wu; Zedler; Zerwas.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker; Hunter; Israel; Moody(C).

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

A record vote was requested by Representative Stickland.

**CSHB 2496**, as amended, was passed to engrossment by (Record 670): 119 Yeas, 21 Nays, 5 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Biedermann; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Cain; Canales; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrier; Darby; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Deshotel; Domínguez; Dutton; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Hernandez; Herrero; Holland; Huberty; Kacal; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Klick; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Middleton; Miller; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Nevárez; Noble; Oliverson; Paddie; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Raney; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Schaefer; Shaheen; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Smithee; Springer; Stephenson; Stickland; Stucky; Swanson; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Tinderholt; Toth; Turner, C.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wilson; Wu; Zedler; Zerwas.

Nays — Beckley; Bernal; Bowers; Calanni; Farrar; González, J.; Goodwin; Gutierrez; Hinojosa; Howard; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Meza; Minjárez; Neave; Ortega; Pacheco; Ramos; Raymond; Turner, J.; Zwiener.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker; González, M.; Israel; Moody(C); Wray.

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent — Hunter.

**STATEMENTS OF VOTE**

When Record No. 670 was taken, I was shown voting no. I intended to vote yes.

Bowers

When Record No. 670 was taken, I was in the house but away from my desk. I would have voted no.

Hunter

When Record No. 670 was taken, I was shown voting present, not voting. I intended to vote yes.

Wray
The following bills were laid before the house and read second time:

**CSHB 1545 ON SECOND READING**  
(by Paddie)

**CSHB 1545**, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to the continuation and functions of the Texas Alcoholic Beverage Commission, including the consolidation, repeal, and creation of certain licenses and permits; changing fees.

**CSHB 1545 - STATEMENT OF LEGISLATIVE INTENT**

REPRESENTATIVE LAMBERT: First of all. I want to thank you for all the hard work you've done on this bill during the interim and during this session. As a fellow member of Sunset who also participated in the process, I wanted to ask you just a couple of questions about legislative intent for **CSHB 1545**. As I recall, among the Sunset recommendations that were incorporated into **CSHB 1545**, one of significance involves the consolidation of a variety of alcoholic beverage permits and licenses, changing certain key terms and definitions for businesses that manufacture beer or ale, and it ultimately recommended combining those into one brewer’s license for malt beverages. Is that an accurate statement?

REPRESENTATIVE PADDIE: Yes, that is correct.

LAMBERT: And as part of that adoption, was it your intent as the author to change, modify, or alter any portion of the Tax Code or to change how manufacturers of beer or ale are currently treated relative to their tax liability?

PADDIE: No, that was not my intent nor was it the intent of the Sunset Commission when adopting the consolidation of certain alcoholic beverage permits or licenses.

LAMBERT: So I'm correct in stating that it's your intent, in connection with the consolidation of license changes in **CSHB 1545**, that the proposed changes to the term "manufacturer's license" to a "brewer's license" does not alter the tax treatment by the comptroller or any other taxing jurisdiction so long as they remain operating in the same fashion as they have prior to the change in this term? Is that an accurate statement?

PADDIE: Yes, that is correct.

**REMARKS ORDERED PRINTED**

Representative Lambert moved to print remarks between Representative Paddie and Representative Lambert on **CSHB 1545**.

The motion prevailed.
Amendment No. 1

Representative Paddie offered the following amendment to CSHB 1545:

Amend CSHB 1545 (house committee printing) on page 106, line 11, by striking "under a daily temporary mixed beverage permit" and substituting "by the holder of a nonprofit entity temporary event mixed beverage permit".

Amendment No. 1 was adopted.

Amendment No. 2

Representative Paddie offered the following amendment to CSHB 1545:

Amend CSHB 1545 (house committee printing) as follows:

(1) On page 306, between lines 17 and 18, insert the following appropriately numbered subdivision to SECTION 401(a) of the bill and renumber subdivisions of SECTION 401(a) of the bill accordingly:

    Section (____)ii

(2) On page 309, line 7, strike "25.03" and substitute "25.03(a)".

(3) Add the following appropriately numbered SECTIONS to the bill and renumber SECTIONS of the bill accordingly:

    SECTION 25.03. Effective September 1, 2019, the heading to Section 25.03, Alcoholic Beverage Code, is amended to read as follows:

    Sec. 25.03. [RAILWAY CARS AND] EXCURSION BOATS: PERMITS, FEES.

    SECTION 25.03. Effective September 1, 2019, Sections 25.03(c) and (d), Alcoholic Beverage Code, are amended to read as follows:

    (c) Application for a permit for [a railway car or] an excursion boat and payment of the required fee shall be made directly to the commission.

    (d) A permit for [a railway car or] an excursion boat is inoperative in a dry area.

Amendment No. 2 was adopted.

Amendment No. 3

Representative Springer offered the following amendment to CSHB 1545:

Amend CSHB 1545 (house committee report) as follows:

(1) Strike SECTIONS 10 and 11 of the bill (page 6, line 20, through page 7, line 14).

(2) On page 7, lines 20 and 25, strike "and enforcement".

(3) On page 8, line 6, strike "may only use" and substitute "shall provide".

(4) On page 8, line 7, strike "for the commission's" and substitute "to the attorney general for the attorney general's".

(5) In SECTION 399, strike Subsection (a) of that SECTION (page 303, line 24, through page 304, line 4) and redesignate the subsections of that SECTION.

(6) Add the following appropriately numbered subdivisions to SECTION 406(b) of the bill and renumber subsequent subdivisions of that SECTION accordingly:
Sections 5.14, 5.141, and 5.142;
Section 5.44;

(7) Add the following appropriately numbered SECTIONS to the bill:

SECTION ___. Effective September 1, 2019, Section 5.15, Alcoholic Beverage Code, is amended to read as follows:

Sec. 5.15. ASSISTANT ATTORNEYS GENERAL. The attorney general may appoint [as many as six] assistant attorneys general[as the commission determines necessary] to [enable the commission to more efficiently] enforce this code. The attorney general and the assistant attorneys general shall prosecute all suits to enforce this code [requested by the commission] and defend all suits against the commission. [The commission shall provide the assistant attorneys general with necessary stenographers and office space.] The assistant attorneys general shall be paid [by the commission out of funds appropriated to it for the administration of this code. Their compensation shall be] on the same basis as assistant attorneys general devoting their time to general state business.

SECTION ___. Effective September 1, 2019, Section 5.31(a), Alcoholic Beverage Code, is amended to read as follows:

(a) Subject to Section 5.361, the commission may exercise all powers, duties, and functions conferred by this code, and all powers incidental, necessary, or convenient to the administration of this code. It shall inspect, supervise, and regulate every phase of the business of manufacturing, importing, exporting, transporting, storing, selling, advertising, labeling, and distributing alcoholic beverages, and the possession of alcoholic beverages for the purpose of sale or otherwise. It may prescribe and publish rules necessary to carry out the provisions of this code.

SECTION ___. Effective September 1, 2019, Section 5.361, Alcoholic Beverage Code, is amended to read as follows:

Sec. 5.361. ENFORCEMENT BY ATTORNEY GENERAL. (a) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the attorney general is responsible for the enforcement of this code. A reference in law to the commission in the context of the enforcement of this code is a reference to the enforcement authority of the attorney general.

(a-1) The attorney general [commission] shall develop a risk-based approach to conducting its enforcement activities that focuses on:

(1) detecting serious violations that impact public safety;
(2) monitoring entities that have a history of complaints and violations of this code; and
(3) any other factors the attorney general [commission] considers important.

(b) The attorney general [commission] shall develop benchmarks and goals to track key enforcement activities and the results of those activities. For each type of enforcement activity, the attorney general [commission] shall track the number of violations detected by the enforcement activity, the amount of time spent on the enforcement activity, and any other information the attorney general [commission] considers necessary. The attorney general [commission] shall use
the information collected under this subsection and other information to compare the enforcement performance of each region and to determine the most effective enforcement activities.

(c) The attorney general [commission] shall track, on a statewide and regional basis, the type of violations detected, the disposition of the violations, and the entities that committed the most serious violations.

(d) The attorney general [commission] shall compile detailed statistics and analyze trends related to its enforcement activities. The attorney general [commission] shall:

(1) summarize the statistics and trends for [executive management on a monthly basis and for] the members of the commission on a quarterly basis; and

(2) make summary information available to the public, including by posting the information on the commission's Internet website.

SECTION _____. (a) A complaint, investigation, contested case, or other proceeding before the administrator of the Texas Alcoholic Beverage Commission, the Texas Alcoholic Beverage Commission, or the State Office of Administrative Hearings relating to enforcement authority transferred under this Act that is pending on the effective date of the transfer is transferred without change in status to the office of the attorney general.

(b) All money, contracts, leases, property, records, and obligations of the Texas Alcoholic Beverage Commission relating to enforcement authority transferred under this Act are transferred to the office of the attorney general.

(c) The unexpended and unobligated balance of any money appropriated by the legislature relating to enforcement authority transferred under this Act is transferred to the office of the attorney general.

(d) Unless the context indicates otherwise, a reference in law or administrative rule to the enforcement authority of the Texas Alcoholic Beverage Commission means the office of the attorney general.

(8) Renumber the SECTIONS of the bill appropriately.

Amendment No. 4

Representative Stickland offered the following amendment to CSHB 1545:

Amend CSHB 1545 (house committee printing) by adding the following appropriately numbered SECTION to the bill and renumbering subsequent SECTIONS of the bill as appropriate:

SECTION ____. Subchapter B, Chapter 5, Alcoholic Beverage Code, is amended by adding Section 5.351 to read as follows:

Sec. 5.351. PERMIT NOT REQUIRED FOR RETAIL SALE. (a) Notwithstanding any other law, a person is not required to obtain a permit or license to sell alcoholic beverages at retail for on-premises or off-premises consumption.

(b) Subject to Section 106.03, a wholesaler or distributor may sell alcoholic beverages to any person for retail sale.

Representative Paddie moved to table Amendment No. 4.
A record vote was requested by Representative Stickland.

The motion to table prevailed by (Record 671): 116 Yeas, 21 Nays, 2 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Bell, K.; Bernal; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Cyrier; Darby; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Deshotel; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, J.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Gutierrez; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Hernandez; Herrero; Hinojosa; Holland; Howard; Huberty; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, T.; Klick; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Larson; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Miller; Minjarez; Morales; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Nevárez; Noble; Oliverson; Ortega; Paddie; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Ramos; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Shaheen; Sheffield; Shine; Smith; Smithee; Springer; Stephenson; Stucky; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wray; Wu; Zerwas; Zwiener.

Nays — Allen; Beckley; Bell, C.; Biedermann; Cain; Craddick; Lang; Meza; Middleton; Morrison; Muñoz; Pacheco; Parker; Patterson; Schaefer; Stickland; Swanson; Tinderholt; Toth; Wilson; Zedler.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker; Moody(C).

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent — Bowers; González, M.; Hunter; King, P.; Leach; Sherman; Thompson, S.

STATMENTS OF VOTE

When Record No. 671 was taken, I was in the house but away from my desk. I would have voted no.

Hunter

When Record No. 671 was taken, I was shown voting no. I intended to vote yes.

Swanson

(Nevárez in the chair)

MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE

A message from the senate was received at this time (see the addendum to the daily journal, Messages from the Senate, Message No. 2).

CSHB 1545 - (consideration continued)

Amendment No. 5

Representative Geren offered the following amendment to CSHB 1545:

Amend CSHB 1545 (house committee printing) as follows:

(1) On page 15, strike lines 1 through 6.
Renumber SECTIONS of the bill accordingly.

Representative Paddie moved to table Amendment No. 5.

A record vote was requested by Representative Stickland.

The motion to table was lost by (Record 672): 38 Yeas, 104 Nays, 2 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Bernal; Biedermann; Cain; Clardy; Deshotel; Frank; Hefner; Holland; Israel; Klick; Krause; Lambert; Lang; Metcalf; Middleton; Morales; Murr; Oliverson; Pacheco; Paddie; Price; Rodriguez; Romero; Schaefer; Shaheen; Smith; Springer; Stickland; Stucky; Thierry; Thompson, S.; Tinderholt; Toth; Turner, J.; Wilson; Wu; Zwiener.

Nays — Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, K.; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrier; Darby; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Fierro; Flynn; Frullo; Ger on; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Gutierrez; Harless; Harris; Hernandez; Herrero; Hinojosa; Howard; Huberty; Hunter; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Kuempel; Landgraf; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Meyer; Meza; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Neave; Noble; Ortega; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Ramos; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smithee; Stephenson; Swanson; Talarico; Thompson, E.; Turner, C.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wray; Zedler; Zerwas.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker; Neárez(C).

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent — Bell, C.; Guillen.

**STATEMENTS OF VOTE**

When Record No. 672 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Deshotel

When Record No. 672 was taken, I was shown voting no. I intended to vote yes.

Sanford

When Record No. 672 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Thierry

A record vote was requested by Representative Stickland.

Amendment No. 5 was adopted by (Record 673): 117 Yeas, 22 Nays, 2 Present, not voting.
Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, K.; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrier; Darby; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Deshotel; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Gutierrez; Harless; Harris; Hernandez; Herrero; Hinojosa; Holland; Howard; Huberty; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Klick; Krause; Kuempel; Landgraf; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Meza; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Muñoz; Murphy; Neave; Noble; Ortega; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Ramos; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Shaheen; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Smithee; Stephenson; Swanson; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Toth; Turner, C.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Zedler; Zerwas.

Nays — Bernal; Biedermann; Cain; González, J.; Hefner; Lambert; Lang; Middleton; Murr; Oliverson; Paddie; Rodriguez; Romero; Schaefer; Springer; Stickland; Stucky; Tinderholt; Turner, J.; Wilson; Wu; Zwiener.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker; Nevárez(C).

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent — Bell, C.; Coleman; Morrison; Pacheco; Wray.

STATEMENTS OF VOTE

When Record No. 673 was taken, I was shown voting no. I intended to vote yes.

J. González

When Record No. 673 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Krause

When Record No. 673 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Sanford

When Record No. 673 was taken, I was in the house but away from my desk. I would have voted yes.

Wray

Amendment No. 6

Representative Springer offered the following amendment to CSHB 1545:

Amend CSHB 1545 (house committee printing) as follows:

(1) On page 81, line 5, between "SECTION 90." and "Section", insert the following:

(a) Effective September 1, 2019, Section 24.07, Alcoholic Beverage Code, is amended to read as follows:
Sec. 24.07. WHEN LICENSE ALSO HELD: HOURS OF SALE, ETC. A holder of a wine only package store permit who also holds a retail dealer's off-premise license for the same location may remain open and sell ale, wine, vinous liquors, and beer, for off-premises consumption only, on any day and during the same hours as those prescribed for the sale of beer under Section 105.05 [that the holder of a wine and beer retailer's permit may sell ale, beer, and wine], except that the permit holder [he] may not sell wine or vinous liquor containing more than 17 percent alcohol by volume on a Sunday or after 10 p.m. on any day.

(b) Effective September 1, 2021.

(2) On page 81, strike lines 12 through 14, and substitute the following: and during the same hours as those prescribed for the sale of malt beverages under Section 105.05 [that the holder of a wine and beer retailer's permit may sell ale, beer, and wine], except that the permit holder [he] may not sell wine or

(3) On page 250, line 23, between "SECTION 315." and "Section", insert the following:

(a) Effective September 1, 2019, Section 105.04, Alcoholic Beverage Code, is amended to read as follows:

Sec. 105.04. HOURS OF SALE: WINE AND BEER RETAILER. The hours of sale and delivery for alcoholic beverages sold under a wine and beer retailer's permit or a wine and beer retailer's off-premise permit are the same as those prescribed for the sale of beer under Section 105.05 [of this code, except that no sale shall be allowed between 2 a.m. and noon on Sunday].

(b) Effective September 1, 2021.

(4) On page 251, strike lines 3 and 4, and substitute the following: Section 105.05 [of this code, except that no sale shall be allowed between 2 a.m. and noon on Sunday].

(5) On page 251, line 5, between "SECTION 316." and "Section", insert the following:

(a) Effective September 1, 2019, Section 105.05(b), Alcoholic Beverage Code, is amended to read as follows:

(b) A person may sell, offer for sale, or deliver beer between 7 a.m. and midnight on any day except Sunday. On Sunday a person [he] may sell beer between midnight and 1:00 a.m. and between noon and midnight, except that:

(1) permittees or licensees authorized to sell for on-premise consumption may sell beer between 10:00 a.m. and noon if the beer is served to a customer during the service of food to the customer; and

(2) holders of a retail dealer's on-premise license or a retail dealer's off-premise license may also sell beer for off-premise consumption between 10:00 a.m. and noon.

(b) Effective September 1, 2021.

(6) On page 251, strike lines 10 through 17, and substitute the following:

(b) A person may sell, offer for sale, or deliver malt beverages [beer] between 7 a.m. and midnight on any day except Sunday. On Sunday a person [he] may sell malt beverages [beer] between midnight and 1:00 a.m. and between noon and midnight, except that:
permittees or licensees authorized to sell for on-premise consumption may sell malt beverages [beer] between 10:00 a.m. and noon if the malt beverages are [beer is] served to a customer during the service of food to the customer; and

holders of a retail dealer’s on-premise license or a retail dealer’s off-premise license may also sell malt beverages for off-premise consumption between 10:00 a.m. and noon.

Representative Paddie moved to table Amendment No. 6.

A record vote was requested by Representative Stickland.

The motion to table was lost by (Record 674): 64 Yeas, 69 Nays, 2 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Blanco; Bowers; Button; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Cortez; Cyrrier; Darby; Davis, Y.; Dean; Deshotel; Dutton; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; González, J.; Guerra; Gutierrez; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Herrero; Holland; Hunter; Johnson, E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, T.; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Larson; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Metcalf; Miller; Moody; Morrison; Murphy; Murr; Noble; Paddie; Phelan; Price; Rose; Sanford; Sherman; Shine; Smithee; Swanson; Thompson, E.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; Zerwas.

Nays — Allen; Beckley; Bernal; Biedermann; Bonnen; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Cain; Coleman; Collier; Craddick; Davis, S.; Dominguez; Farrar; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, M.; Goodwin; Guillen; Hinojosa; Howard; Israel; Johnson, J.E.; King, P.; Klick; Lang; Leach; Leman; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Meyer; Meza; Middleton; Minjarez; Morales; Muñoz; Neave; Olivia; Ortega; Pacheco; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Ramos; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Romero; Rosenthal; Schaefer; Sheffield; Smith; Springer; Stephenson; Stickland; Stucky; Talarico; Thierry; Tinderr; Toth; Turner, C.; White; Wilson; Wray; Wu; Zedler; Zwiener.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker; Nevárez(C).

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent — Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bohac; Burrows; Calanni; Canales; Hernandez; Huberty; Rodriguez; Shaheen; Thompson, S.

STATEMENTS OF VOTE

When Record No. 674 was taken, I was in the house but away from my desk. I would have voted yes.

K. Bell

When Record No. 674 was taken, I was in the house but away from my desk. I would have voted no.

Canales
When Record No. 674 was taken, I was shown voting no. I intended to vote yes.

Craddick

When Record No. 674 was taken, I was shown voting no. I intended to vote yes.

Parker

When Record No. 674 was taken, my vote failed to register. I would have voted yes.

Shaheen

When Record No. 674 was taken, I was in the house but away from my desk. I would have voted yes.

S. Thompson

A record vote was requested by Representative Stickland.

Amendment No. 6 was adopted by (Record 675): 99 Yeas, 40 Nays, 2 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allison; Anderson; Beckley; Bernal; Biedermann; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burrows; Cain; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Clardy; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Davis, S.; Deshotel; Dominguez; Farrar; Flynn; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guillen; Gutierrez; Harris; Herrero; Hinojosa; Howard; Huberty; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; King, P.; Klick; Krause; Lang; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Meyer; Meza; Middleton; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Oliverson; Ortega; Pacheco; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Price; Ramos; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Schaefer; Sheffield; Sherman; Smith; Springer; Stephenson; Stickland; Stucky; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, S.; Tinderholt; Turner, C.; Vo; White; Wilson; Wray; Wu; Zedler; Zerwas; Zwiener.

Nays — Allen; Ashby; Bailes; Blanco; Burns; Button; Cole; Cyrier; Darby; Davis, Y.; Dean; Dutton; Fierro; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Guerra; Harless; Hefner; Holland; Kacal; King, K.; King, T.; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Metcalf; Morrison; Noble; Paddie; Phelan; Raney; Sanford; Shaheen; Shine; Smithee; Swanson; Thompson, E.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker; Nevárez(C).

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent — Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bohac; Hernandez; Toth.

**STATEMENTS OF VOTE**

When Record No. 675 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Allison
When Record No. 675 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Clardy

When Record No. 675 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Harris

When Record No. 675 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Larson

When Record No. 675 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Murr

When Record No. 675 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote yes.

Phelan

When Record No. 675 was taken, I was shown voting no. I intended to vote yes.

Price

When Record No. 675 was taken, I was shown voting no. I intended to vote yes.

Raney

When Record No. 675 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Rose

When Record No. 675 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

S. Thompson

When Record No. 675 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Vo

When Record No. 675 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Zedler

Amendment No. 7

Representative Raymond offered the following amendment to CSHB 1545:

Amend CSHB 1545 (house committee printing) by adding the following appropriately numbered SECTIONS to the bill and renumbering subsequent SECTIONS of the bill accordingly:
SECTION ____. Effective September 1, 2019, Section 105.01(a), Alcoholic Beverage Code, is amended to read as follows:

(a) Except as provided in Sections 105.011, 105.02, 105.03, 105.04, and 105.08, no person may sell, offer for sale, or deliver any liquor:

(1) on New Year's Day, Thanksgiving Day, or Christmas Day;
(2) on Sunday; or
(3) before 10 a.m. or after 9 p.m. on any other day.

SECTION ____. Effective September 1, 2019, Chapter 105, Alcoholic Beverage Code, is amended by adding Section 105.011 to read as follows:

Sec. 105.011. SUNDAY SALE OF LIQUOR IN CERTAIN AREAS. In an area where the sale on Sunday of liquor for off-premise consumption has been approved by local option election:

(1) the holder of a package store permit may sell, offer for sale, or deliver liquor on Sunday between noon and 9 p.m.;
(2) the holder of a wholesaler's permit may sell, offer for sale, or deliver liquor to a retailer anytime on Sunday; and
(3) the holder of a local distributor's permit may sell, offer for sale, or deliver liquor to a retailer on Sunday between 5 a.m. and 9 p.m.

SECTION ____. Effective September 1, 2019, Subchapter B, Chapter 501, Election Code, is amended by adding Section 501.0351 to read as follows:

Sec. 501.0351. ISSUE ON SUNDAY SALE OF LIQUOR. (a) In an area where the sale of liquor for off-premise consumption has been legalized, a local option election may be held to prohibit or legalize the sale on Sunday of liquor for off-premise consumption.

(b) The ballot shall be prepared to permit voting for or against the issue: "The sale on Sunday of liquor for off-premise consumption."

Amendment No. 7 - Point of Order

Representative Geren raised a point of order against further consideration of Amendment No. 7 under Rule 11, Section 2, of the House Rules. The point of order was sustained and the speaker submitted the following ruling:

RULING BY THE SPEAKER
on Amendment No. 7 to House Bill 1545
Announced in the House on April 25, 2019
(Nevárez in the chair)

Representative Geren raises a point of order against further consideration of the Raymond Amendment to HB 1545 under Rule 11, Section 2, of the House Rules on the grounds that the amendment is not germane.

HB 1545 extends the Texas Alcoholic Beverage Commission under the provisions of the Texas Sunset Act. Under the expanded germaneness provisions of the cited rule, any amendment relating to the "organization, powers, regulation, and management" of the Commission is germane. The Raymond Amendment would authorize local option elections to approve the sale of liquor on Sundays.
In the opinion of the Chair, the subject of the amendment is the conduct of local elections. Even under the expanded germaneness rule, the amendment is not on the same subject as the bill.

Accordingly, the point of order is well-taken and sustained.

The ruling precluded further consideration of Amendment No. 7.

Amendment No. 8

Representative Rodriguez offered the following amendment to CSBH 1545:

Amend CSBH 1545 (house committee printing) as follows:

(1) On page 178, strike lines 26 and 27, and substitute the following:

SECTION 209. (a) Effective September 1, 2019, Section 62.122, Alcoholic Beverage Code, is amended by amending Subsections (a), (c), and (e) and adding Subsections (a-1), (e-1), and (g) to read as follows:

(a) A manufacturer's licensee whose annual production of beer, together with the annual production of ale by the holder of a brewer's permit at all premises wholly or partly owned, directly or indirectly, by the license holder or an affiliate or subsidiary of the license holder, does not exceed 225,000 barrels may sell beer produced on the manufacturer's premises under the license to ultimate consumers on the manufacturer's premises:

(1) for responsible consumption on the manufacturer's premises; or

(2) subject to Subsection (a-1), for off-premises consumption.

(a-1) Sales to a consumer on the manufacturer's premises for off-premises consumption are limited to 576 fluid ounces of beer and ale combined per calendar day.

(c) Subject to Subsections (b), (d), and (e), the holder of a manufacturer's license may sell beer produced on the manufacturer's premises under the license to ultimate consumers on the manufacturer's premises for responsible consumption on the manufacturer's premises or for off-premises consumption even if the annual production limit prescribed by Subsection (a) is exceeded if:

(1) the license holder:

(A) was legally operating a manufacturing facility with on-premise sales under Subsection (a) on February 1, 2017; or

(B) purchased an ownership interest in, or was purchased by the holder of, a permit or license issued under Chapter 12, 13, 62, or 63; and

(2) the license holder has annual production that does not exceed 175,000 barrels at the manufacturer's premises.

(e) A holder of a manufacturer's license who under Subsection (c) sells beer produced on the manufacturer's premises under the license to ultimate consumers on the manufacturer's premises for responsible consumption on the manufacturer's premises or for off-premises consumption:

(1) shall file a territorial agreement with the commission under Subchapters C and D, Chapter 102;

(2) must purchase any beer the license holder sells on the manufacturer's premises from the holder of a license issued under Chapter 64, 65, or 66; and
(3) with respect to those purchases, must comply with the requirements of this code governing dealings between a distributor or wholesaler and a member of the retail tier, including Sections 61.73 and 102.31.

(e-1) The commission:

(1) may require the holder of a manufacturer's license who sells beer to ultimate consumers under this section to report to the commission each month, in the manner prescribed by the commission, the total amounts of beer sold by the permit holder under this section during the preceding month for:

(A) responsible consumption on the manufacturer’s premises; and
(B) off-premises consumption;

(2) by rule shall adopt a simple form for a report required under Subdivision (1); and

(3) shall maintain reports received under this subsection for public review.

(g) Notwithstanding any other provision of this code, the holder of a manufacturer's license whose annual production exceeds the limit prescribed by Subsection (a) and who was legally operating a facility with on-premise sales under Subsection (a) or Section 12.052(a) on February 1, 2017, may establish not more than two additional facilities with on-premise sales under Subsection (a) or Section 12.052(a) if each premises:

(1) does not produce more than a total of 225,000 barrels of beer and ale combined; and

(2) complies with the requirements of:

(A) Subsections (b) and (e); and
(B) Sections 12.052(b) and (e).

(b) Section 62.122, Alcoholic Beverage Code, is amended by amending Subsections (a), (b), (c), and (e) and adding Subsections (a-1), (e-1), and (g) to read as follows:

(2) On page 179, strike lines 9 and 10 and substitute the following:

premises:

(1) for responsible consumption on the brewer's [manufacturer’s] premises; or
(2) subject to Subsection (a-1), for off-premises consumption.

(a-1) Sales to a consumer on the brewer's premises for off-premises consumption are limited to 576 fluid ounces of malt beverages per calendar day.

(3) On page 179, line 21, between "premises" and "even", insert "or for off-premises consumption".

(4) On page 180, line 10, between "premises" and the colon, insert "or for off-premises consumption".

(5) On page 180, between lines 19 and 20, insert the following:

(e-1) The commission:

(1) may require the holder of a brewer's license who sells malt beverages to ultimate consumers under this section to report to the commission each month, in the manner prescribed by the commission, the total amounts of malt beverages sold by the license holder under this section during the preceding month for:
(A) responsible consumption on the brewer's premises; and
(B) off-premises consumption;
(2) by rule shall adopt a simple form for a report required under
Subdivision (1); and
(3) shall maintain reports received under this subsection for public
review.
(g) Notwithstanding any other provision of this code, the holder of a
brewer's license whose annual production exceeds the limit prescribed by
Subsection (a) and who was legally operating a facility with on-premise sales
under Subsection (a) on February 1, 2017, may establish not more than two
additional facilities with on-premise sales under Subsection (a) if each premises:
(1) does not produce more than a total of 225,000 barrels of malt
beverages; and
(2) complies with the requirements of Subsections (b) and (e).
(6) Add the following appropriately numbered SECTIONS to the bill and
renumber subsequent SECTIONS accordingly:
SECTION _____. The legislature finds that:
(1) the state is authorized under the Twenty-first Amendment to the
United States Constitution to promote the public's interest in the fair, efficient,
and competitive marketing of beer, ale, and malt liquor in this state;
(2) the United States Supreme Court in Granholm v. Heald,
544 U.S. 460 (2005), has recognized that the three-tier system of regulating the
alcoholic beverage industry is unquestionably legitimate;
(3) in Granholm, the United States Supreme Court further recognized
that while the states are entitled to regulate the production and sales of liquor
within their borders, the right is nonetheless subject to the provisions of the
Constitution of the United States, including the Interstate Commerce Clause, and
laws regulating the alcoholic beverage industry may not discriminate against
out-of-state participants or give undue deference to local participants and may not
ignore other provisions of the Constitution, including the Supremacy Clause,
Commerce Clause, and the Privileges and Immunities Clause with its
nondiscriminatory principles;
(4) the state is authorized to promote, market, and educate consumers
about the emerging small brewing industry;
(5) it is the state's interest that nothing in this Act be construed to
conflict with Sections 16 and 17, Article I, Texas Constitution, with regard to the
impairment of contract, retroactive application of law, or taking of property in
connection with the application of Sections 12.052 and 62.122, Alcoholic
Beverage Code;
(6) it is in the state's interest to encourage entrepreneurial and small
business development opportunities in the state that will lead to new capital
investment in the state, create new jobs in the state, and expand the state and local
tax base; and
(7) it is the public policy of the state to exercise the police power of the
state to protect the welfare, health, peace, temperance, and safety of the people of
Texas.
SECTION ____. Effective September 1, 2019, Section 12.052, Alcoholic Beverage Code, is amended by amending Subsections (a), (c), and (e) and adding Subsections (a-1), (e-1), and (g) to read as follows:

(a) In addition to the activities authorized by Section 12.01, the holder of a brewer’s permit whose annual production of ale, together with the annual production of beer by the holder of a manufacturer’s license at all premises wholly or partly owned, directly or indirectly, by the permit holder or an affiliate or subsidiary of the permit holder, does not exceed a total of 225,000 barrels may sell ale produced on the brewer’s premises under the permit to ultimate consumers on the brewer’s premises:

(1) for responsible consumption on the brewer’s premises; or

(2) subject to Subsection (a-1), for off-premises consumption.

(a-1) Sales to a consumer on the brewer’s premises for off-premises consumption are limited to 576 fluid ounces of beer and ale combined per calendar day.

(c) Subject to Subsections (b), (d), and (e), the holder of a brewer’s permit may sell ale produced on the brewer’s premises under the permit to ultimate consumers on the brewer’s premises for responsible consumption on the brewer’s premises or for off-premises consumption even if the annual production limit prescribed by Subsection (a) is exceeded if:

(1) the permit holder:

(A) was legally operating a manufacturing facility with on-premise sales under Subsection (a) on February 1, 2017; or

(B) purchased an ownership interest in, or was purchased by the holder of, a permit or license issued under Chapter 12, 13, 62, or 63; and

(2) the permit holder has annual production that does not exceed 175,000 barrels at the brewer’s premises.

(e) A holder of a brewer’s permit who under Subsection (c) sells ale produced on the brewer’s premises under the permit to ultimate consumers on the brewer’s premises for responsible consumption on the brewer’s premises or for off-premises consumption:

(1) shall file a territorial agreement with the commission under Subchapters C and D, Chapter 102;

(2) must purchase any ale the permit holder sells on the brewer’s premises from the holder of a permit issued under Chapter 19, 20, or 21; and

(3) with respect to those purchases, must comply with the requirements of this code governing dealings between a distributor or wholesaler and a member of the retail tier, including Section 102.31.

(e-1) The commission:

(1) may require the holder of a brewer’s permit who sells ale to ultimate consumers under this section to report to the commission each month, in the manner prescribed by the commission, the total amounts of ale sold by the permit holder under this section during the preceding month for:

(A) responsible consumption on the brewer’s premises; and

(B) off-premises consumption;
by rule shall adopt a simple form for a report required under Subdivision (1); and
shall maintain reports received under this subsection for public review.

(g) Notwithstanding any other provision of this code, the holder of a brewer’s permit whose annual production exceeds the limit prescribed by Subsection (a) and who was legally operating a facility with on-premise sales under Subsection (a) or Section 62.122(a) on February 1, 2017, may establish not more than two additional facilities with on-premise sales under Subsection (a) or Section 62.122(a) if each premises:

1. does not produce more than a total of 225,000 barrels of beer and ale combined; and
2. complies with the requirements of:
   A. Subsections (b) and (e); and
   B. Sections 62.122(b) and (e).

SECTION ____. The heading to Section 62.122, Alcoholic Beverage Code, is amended to read as follows:

Sec. 62.122. SALES BY CERTAIN BREWERS [MANUFACTURERS] TO CONSUMERS.

SECTION ____. (a) Effective September 1, 2019, Subchapter D, Chapter 101, Alcoholic Beverage Code, is amended by adding Section 101.6701 to read as follows:

Sec. 101.6701. LABEL APPROVAL NOT REQUIRED FOR CERTAIN MALT BEVERAGES. (a) This section applies only to:

1. the holder of a brewer’s permit authorized under Section 12.052 to sell ale produced on the brewer’s premises under the permit to ultimate consumers on the brewer’s premises for responsible consumption on the brewer’s premises and for off-premises consumption; and
2. the holder of a manufacturer’s license authorized under Section 62.122 to sell beer produced on the manufacturer’s premises under the license to ultimate consumers on the manufacturer’s premises for responsible consumption on the manufacturer’s premises and for off-premises consumption.

(b) Notwithstanding Sections 101.41 and 101.67 or any other law, a permit or license holder to whom this section applies may sell beer, ale, or malt liquor to ultimate consumers for consumption on the permit or license holder’s premises or for off-premises consumption without receiving label approval for the beer, ale, or malt liquor.

(c) A permit or license holder who sells beer, ale, or malt liquor under Subsection (b) shall:

1. post in a conspicuous place on the permit or license holder’s premises the alcohol content of the beer, ale, or malt liquor in percentage of alcohol by volume; and
2. provide in writing to an ultimate consumer who purchases beer, ale, or malt liquor for off-premises consumption:

   A. the product name of the beer, ale, or malt liquor; and
(B) the alcohol content of the beer, ale, or malt liquor in percentage of alcohol by volume.

(d) A permit or license holder satisfies the requirement of Subsection (c)(2) if the permit or license holder:

(1) writes the product name and alcohol content on the container of the beer, ale, or malt liquor; or

(2) applies a label with the product name and alcohol content to the container of the beer, ale, or malt liquor.

(b) Effective September 1, 2021, Subchapter D, Chapter 101, Alcoholic Beverage Code, is amended by adding Section 101.6701 to read as follows:

Sec. 101.6701. LABEL APPROVAL NOT REQUIRED FOR CERTAIN MALT BEVERAGES. (a) This section applies only to the holder of a brewer’s license authorized under Section 62.122 to sell malt beverages produced on the brewer’s premises under the license to ultimate consumers on the brewer’s premises for responsible consumption on the brewer’s premises and for off-premises consumption.

(b) Notwithstanding Sections 101.41 and 101.67 or any other law, a license holder to whom this section applies may sell malt beverages to ultimate consumers for consumption on the license holder’s premises or for off-premises consumption without receiving label approval for the malt beverages.

(c) A license holder who sells malt beverages under Subsection (b) shall:

(1) post in a conspicuous place on the license holder’s premises the alcohol content of the malt beverages in percentage of alcohol by volume; and

(2) provide in writing to an ultimate consumer who purchases a malt beverage for off-premises consumption:

(A) the product name of the malt beverage; and

(B) the alcohol content of the malt beverage in percentage of alcohol by volume.

(d) A license holder satisfies the requirements of Subsection (c)(2) if the license holder:

(1) writes the product name and alcohol content on the container of the malt beverage; or

(2) applies a label with the product name and alcohol content to the container of the malt beverage.

SECTION____. (a) Section 101.6701, Alcoholic Beverage Code, as added by this Act, effective September 1, 2019, applies only to the sale of malt beverages on or after September 1, 2019. The sale of malt beverages before September 1, 2019, is governed by the law as it existed immediately before that date, and that law is continued in effect for that purpose.

(b) Section 101.6701, Alcoholic Beverage Code, as added by this Act, effective September 1, 2021, applies only to the sale of malt beverages on or after September 1, 2021. The sale of malt beverages before September 1, 2021, is governed by the law as it existed immediately before that date, and that law is continued in effect for that purpose.

Representative Paddie moved to table Amendment No. 8.

A record vote was requested by Representative Rodriguez.
The vote of the house was taken on the motion to table Amendment No. 8 and the vote was announced yeas 72, nays 71.

A verification of the vote was requested and was granted.

The roll of those voting yea and nay was again called and the verified vote resulted, as follows (Record 676): 65 Yeas, 70 Nays, 2 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allison; Ashby; Bailes; Bell, K.; Blanco; Bonnen; Burns; Burrows; Button; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Davis, Y.; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Goldman; González, M.; Guerra; Guillen; Harris; Herrero; Holland; Hunter; Johnson, E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, T.; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Meyer; Moody; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Noble; Ortega; Paddie; Phelan; Price; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rose; Shaheen; Shine; Stephenson; Thompson, S.; Turner, C.; VanDeaver; Vo; Wray; Wu.

Nays — Allen; Anderson; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bernal; Biedermann; Bohac; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Cain; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Craddick; Cyrier; Davis, S.; Dean; Deshotel; Gervin-Hawkins; González, J.; Goodwin; Harless; Hefner; Hinojosa; Howard; Israel; Johnson, J.E.; King, P.; Lang; Metcalf; Meza; Middleton; Miller; Minjarez; Morales; Morrison; Neave; Oliverson; Pacheco; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Ramos; Rodriguez; Romero; Rosenthal; Sanford; Schaefer; Sheffield; Sherman; Smith; Springer; Stickland; Stucky; Swanson; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Tinderholt; Toth; Turner, J.; White; Wilson; Zedler; Zerwas; Zwiener.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker; Nevárez(C).

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent — Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Klick; Smithee.

The chair stated that the motion to table Amendment No. 8 was lost by the above vote.

**STATEMENTS OF VOTE**

When Record No. 676 was taken, I was shown voting no. I intended to vote yes.

Bowers

When Record No. 676 was taken, I was shown voting no. I intended to vote yes.

Canales

When Record No. 676 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Harris
When Record No. 676 was taken, I was shown voting no. I intended to vote yes.

Sherman

LEAVES OF ABSENCE GRANTED

The following members were granted leaves of absence for the remainder of today because of important business:

Darby on motion of Button.
Dominguez on motion of Calanni.
Dutton on motion of K. King.
Farrar on motion of Calanni.
Gutierrez on motion of Hunter.
Huberty on motion of M. González.

CSHB 1545 - (consideration continued)

Amendment No. 8 was adopted.

LEAVE OF ABSENCE GRANTED

The following member was granted leave of absence for the remainder of today because of important business:

Hernandez on motion of C. Turner.

BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS SIGNED BY THE SPEAKER

Notice was given at this time that the speaker had signed bills and resolutions in the presence of the house (see the addendum to the daily journal, Signed by the Speaker, Senate List No. 3).

(Speaker pro tempore in the chair)

COMMITTEE GRANTED PERMISSION TO MEET

Representative Frank requested permission for the Committee on Human Services to meet while the house is in session, at 6:30 p.m. today, in 1W.14, to consider pending business.

Permission to meet was granted.

COMMITTEE MEETING ANNOUNCEMENT

The following committee meeting was announced:

Human Services, 6:30 p.m. today, 1W.14, for a formal meeting, to consider pending business.
Amendment No. 9

Representative Biedermann offered the following amendment to CSHB 1545:

Amend CSHB 1545 (house committee printing) by adding the following appropriately numbered SECTION to the bill and renumbering subsequent SECTIONS of the bill as appropriate:

SECTION ____. Effective September 1, 2019, Section 105.081, Alcoholic Beverage Code, is amended to read as follows:

Sec. 105.081. HOURS OF SALE AND CONSUMPTION: DISTILLERY. [(a)] The holder of a distiller's and rectifier's permit may sell and offer for sale distilled spirits for on-premises or off-premises consumption and a person may consume distilled spirits on the permitted premises during the same hours mixed beverages may be sold and offered for sale by a mixed beverage permit holder under Section 105.03(b).

[(b)] The holder of a distiller's and rectifier's permit may sell and offer for sale distilled spirits to ultimate consumers for off premises consumption during the same hours as the holder of a package store permit may sell and offer for sale distilled spirits to ultimate consumers for off premises consumption.

Representative Paddie moved to table Amendment No. 9.

A record vote was requested by Representative Stickland.

The motion to table prevailed by (Record 677): 91 Yeas, 41 Nays, 2 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allison; Anderson; Bailes; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Blanco; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Burns; Burrows; Button; Calanni; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrier; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Deshotel; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, J.; Goodwin; Guerra; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Herrero; Holland; Hunter; Johnson, E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, T.; Klick; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Minjarez; Morales; Morrison; Murr; Neave; Noble; Ortega; Paddie; Parker; Perez; Phelan; Price; Ramos; Raney; Reynolds; Romero; Rose; Sheffield; Shine; Springer; Stephenson; Stucky; Swanson; Thompson, S.; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wray; Wu; Zerwas.

Nays — Allen; Ashby; Beckley; Bernal; Biedermann; Bohac; Bucy; Cain; Hinojosa; Howard; Israel; Johnson, J.E.; King, P.; Krause; Lang; Meza; Middleton; Miller; Muñoz; Murphy; Oliverson; Pacheco; Patterson; Paul; Raymond; Rodriguez; Rosenthal; Sanford; Schaefer; Shaheen; Sherman; Smith; Stickland; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Tinderholt; Toth; Wilson; Zedler; Zwiener.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker; Moody(C).
Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent — Canales; González, M.; Guillen; Neveárez; Smithee.

**STATEMENTS OF VOTE**

When Record No. 677 was taken, I was shown voting no. I intended to vote yes.

Ashby

When Record No. 677 was taken, I was shown voting no. I intended to vote yes.

Paul

When Record No. 677 was taken, I was shown voting no. I intended to vote yes.

E. Thompson

**Amendment No. 10**

Representative Romero offered the following amendment to CSHB 1545:

Amend **CSHB 1545** (house committee printing) as follows:

1. On page 173, line 7, strike "The holder" and substitute "Notwithstanding any other law, the [The] holder".
2. On page 173, line 20, strike "and" and substitute "[and]".
3. On page 173, line 22, between "62.14" and the period insert the following:

   (a) in which the wholesaler or distributor and the additional items [are branded and] have no value or benefit to the retailer other than that of having the potential of attracting purchases and promoting sales.

Sec. 108.035. PACKAGING OF CERTAIN PROMOTIONAL ITEMS AUTHORIZED. (a) In this section:

1. "Co-pack" means a package:

   (A) originally bundled and supplied by a manufacturer, distiller, brewer, rectifier, wholesaler, class B wholesaler, or winery or their employee or agent;

   (B) containing an alcoholic beverage and another item;

   (C) [Notwithstanding any other provision of this code, a person who holds a brewer's permit, nonresident brewer's permit, manufacturer's license, or nonresident manufacturer's license, or the person's agent or employee, may package alcoholic beverages in combination with other items if the package is designed to be delivered intact to the ultimate consumer; and]

   (D) in which [the wholesaler or distributor and] the additional items [are branded and] have no value or benefit to the retailer other than that of having the potential of attracting purchases and promoting sales.
(2) "Naked bottle" means an alcoholic beverage sold by a member of the wholesaling tier that is similar in all regards to the alcoholic beverage contained in a co-pack sold by that wholesaler, except that it is not packaged with any other item.

(b) If any alcoholic beverage is sold to a retailer as a co-pack, the retailer may not separate the other packaged item and sell it by any means other than the way it was originally packaged when received.

(c) In order to demonstrate that a nonalcoholic beverage item in a co-pack has no value or benefit to a retailer, the retailer must sell a co-pack at a cost to price ratio that does not exceed the cost to price ratio for a naked bottle received by the retailer from the same wholesaler.

(d) Nothing in this section prohibits a supplier from differentiating in the price of a naked bottle and co-pack during the packaging phase of a co-pack by adding cost to the co-pack and increasing the baseline price of the co-pack.

(e) A retailer may not be forced, induced, or persuaded to purchase a prescribed number of:

(1) co-packs in order to purchase naked bottles; or
(2) naked bottles in order to purchase co-packs.

(5) Add the following appropriately numbered SECTION to the bill and renumber subsequent SECTIONS of the bill as appropriate:

SECTION ____. Subchapter A, Chapter 108, Alcoholic Beverage Code, is amended by adding Sections 108.031, 108.032, 108.033, and 108.034 to read as follows:

Sec. 108.031. USE OF BRAND NAMES AND INSIGNIA BY INDUSTRY. (a) Advertising of an alcoholic beverage on caps, regalia, or uniforms worn by an employee of a manufacturer, distributor, distiller, or winery shall be limited to:

(1) the name and address of the manufacturer, distributor, distiller, or winery; and
(2) the brand names, logos, and slogans that appear on the container labels approved by the administrator for the manufacturer's, distributor’s, distiller’s, or winery’s brands of alcoholic beverages.

(b) Advertising of an alcoholic beverage on caps, regalia, or uniforms worn by a participant in any game, sport, athletic contest, or revue, when the participant is sponsored by a manufacturer, distributor, distiller, or winery, shall be limited to:

(1) the name and address of the manufacturer, distributor, distiller, or winery; and
(2) the brand names, logos, and slogans that appear on the container labels approved by the administrator for the manufacturer’s, distributor’s, distiller’s, or winery’s brands of alcoholic beverages.

(c) Business cards and stationery bearing brand insignia may be used by permittees and licensees who are not retail permittees or licensees. The business cards and stationery may contain:

(1) the name and address of the permittee or licensee;
(2) the name and address of the business the permittee or licensee represents;
(3) the brand insignia of any alcoholic beverage that the permittee or licensee represents or that the permittee or licensee is authorized to sell; and
(4) any other logo, slogan, or trademark that appears on the approved label for alcoholic beverages described by Subdivision (3) or a slogan or trademark for those alcoholic beverages that has been approved by the administrator.
(d) Advertising of alcoholic beverages on the equipment or service or delivery vehicles of a member of the manufacturing or wholesaling tier shall be limited to:
(1) the brand names or logos of the alcoholic beverages sold or represented by the manufacturer, local distributor, or wholesaler;
(2) the name and address of the manufacturer, local distributor, or wholesaler; and
(3) any slogan for the alcoholic beverages described by Subdivision (1) that has been approved by the administrator.
(e) Menu cards, folders, or sheets advertising malt beverages may be furnished to a holder of a retail license or permit by a member of the manufacturing or wholesaling tier if the menu cards, folders, or sheets, at the time of their delivery to the retailer, do not list any food or drink item offered for sale by the retailer. The holder of the retail license or permit shall bear all costs of listing any such food or drink item on the menu cards, folders, or sheets.
Sec. 108.032. GIFTS, SERVICES, AND SALES PROMOTING MALT BEVERAGES. (a) This section applies to manufacturers and distributors of malt beverages.
(b) Manufacturers and distributors may furnish items designed to advertise or promote a specific product or brand. The items may have a utilitarian function in addition to product promotion. The items may not exceed a value of $1 per unit wholesale cost.
(c) An agent representing a member of the manufacturing or distribution tier may purchase malt beverages for consumers, provided that:
(1) the beverages are consumed on a licensed retail premises in the presence of the purchaser; and
(2) the amount of the purchase is not excessive.
(d) The commission may approve sampling tests of malt beverages designed to determine consumer taste preferences and may impose any conditions the commission determines necessary to implement this subsection.
(e) A member of the manufacturing or distribution tier may, as a social courtesy, provide malt beverages and other things of value to unlicensed persons who are not employed by or affiliated with the holder of a retail license or permit.
(f) A member of the manufacturing or distribution tier authorized to sell malt beverages to retailers may sell to those retailers promotional items that are designed to:
(1) promote a specific product or brand; and
(2) be used by the consumer either on or off the retailer's premises.
(g) Promotional items authorized by Subsection (f) must bear a manufacturer’s logo, brand, or product name and may not be sold for less than the item’s regularly published wholesale price. A retailer shall pay for the promotional items in cash on or before delivery of the promotional items.

(h) A member of the manufacturing or distribution tier authorized to sell malt beverages to retailers may furnish, give, or sell to retailers interior signs with the primary purpose of advertising a brand or product or the price of a brand or product. A sign furnished by a manufacturer or distributor may not bear the name, logo, or trademark of a specific retailer.

(i) A manufacturer or distributor may not paint, improve, or remodel a retailer’s building or a part of a retailer’s building, inside or out, or finance any improvements to a retailer’s building.

(j) A member of the manufacturing or distribution tier may:
   (1) service and repair promotional items and signs furnished or sold under this section;
   (2) furnish a meeting room to a retailer on the manufacturer’s or distributor’s licensed premises but may not provide anything to retailers except samples of the manufacturer’s or distributor’s products or food provided as a courtesy to accompany those product samples; and
   (3) furnish and install shanks, washers, hose and hose connections, tap rods, and tap markers and provide coil cleaning service necessary for the proper delivery and dispensing of draft malt beverages.

(k) A member of the manufacturing or distribution tier may donate money, malt beverages, or other things of value to a civic, religious, or charitable organization that does not have a permit or license authorizing the sale or service of alcoholic beverages subject to the following:
   (1) malt beverages may be given for consumption only in a wet area;
   (2) advertising of an event sponsored by an organization receiving a donation shall include promotion of the organization sponsor or cause in a manner equal to or greater than the advertising of the manufacturer and distributor making the donation;
   (3) a manufacturer or distributor authorized to sell malt beverages to retailers may furnish equipment for dispensing malt beverages for use at a temporary event, provided that the equipment may not be given in exchange for an exclusive sales privilege; and
   (4) a manufacturer or distributor, or an employee or agent of a manufacturer or distributor, may not serve or dispense malt beverages at the organization’s temporary event.

Sec. 108.033. GIFTS, SERVICES, AND ADVERTISING SPECIALTIES PROMOTING LIQUOR. (a) This section applies to manufacturers and wholesalers of liquor.

(b) A member of the manufacturing or wholesaling tier may furnish gifts to consumers subject to the limits provided by this code. The items given may be novelty items of limited value that are designed to promote a specific product or brand and may have a utilitarian function in addition to product promotion.
(c) An agent representing a member of the manufacturing or wholesaling tier may purchase liquor for consumers, provided that:

1. The liquor is consumed on a permitted retail premises in the presence of the purchaser; and
2. The amount of the purchase is not excessive.

(d) A member of the manufacturing or wholesaling tier may, as a social courtesy, provide liquor or other things of value to unlicensed persons who are not employed by or affiliated with the holder of a retail license or permit.

(e) A member of the manufacturing or wholesaling tier may furnish advertising specialties to retailers that are designed to advertise or promote a specific product or brand. The items may have a utilitarian function in addition to product promotion. The total cost of all advertising specialties provided to a retailer may not exceed $101 per brand per calendar year. The dollar limitations may not be pooled to provide a retailer with advertising specialties that exceed the maximum value permitted under this subsection.

(f) A member of the manufacturing or wholesaling tier may service and repair an item furnished to a retailer under this section.

(g) A member of the manufacturing or wholesaling tier may furnish a meeting room to a retailer for purposes of product promotion but may not provide anything to retailers except samples of the manufacturer's or wholesaler's products or food provided as a courtesy to accompany those product samples.

(h) The holder of a wholesaler's or general class B wholesaler's permit or the permit holder's agent may furnish and install shanks, washers, hose and hose connections, tap rods, and tap markers and provide coil cleaning service necessary for the proper delivery and dispensing of wine.

(i) A member of the manufacturing or wholesaling tier may donate money, liquor, or other things of value to a civic, religious, or charitable organization that does not have a permit or license authorizing the sale or service of alcoholic beverages. Liquor may be given for consumption only in a wet area. Advertising of an event sponsored by an organization receiving a donation shall include promotion of the organization sponsor or cause in a manner equal to or greater than the advertising of the manufacturer or wholesaler making the donation.

Sec. 108.034. REVIEW OF CERTAIN LIMITS ON PROMOTIONAL ITEMS. Not less than once every fifth calendar year, the commission by rule or order shall adjust the dollar limit set by Sections 102.07(b), 108.032, and 108.033.

Amendment No. 10 was withdrawn.

Amendment No. 11

Representative Biedermann offered the following amendment to CSHB 1545:

Amend CSHB 1545 (house committee printing) as follows:

1. On page 309, between lines 3 and 4, insert the following appropriately numbered subdivision to SECTION 406(b) of the bill:

   (____) Section 14.05(c);

2. Renumber subdivisions of SECTION 406(b) of the bill accordingly.
Representative Paddie moved to table Amendment No. 11.

A record vote was requested by Representative Stickland.

The motion to table prevailed by (Record 678): 97 Yeas, 35 Nays, 2 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allison; Ashby; Bailes; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Blanco; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Burns; Burrows; Button; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrier; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Deshotel; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, J.; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Herrero; Holland; Hunter; Johnson, E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Minjarez; Morales; Morrison; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Nevárez; Oliverson; Ortega; Paddie; Parker; Perez; Phelan; Price; Ramos; Raney; Reynolds; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Shaheen; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Springer; Stephenson; Stucky; Swanson; Thompson, S.; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; Wray; Wu; Zerwas.

Nays — Allen; Anderson; Beckley; Bernal; Biedermann; Bohac; Bucy; Cain; Goodwin; Hinojosa; Howard; Israel; Johnson, J.E.; Klick; Lang; Meza; Middleton; Muñoz; Pacheco; Patterson; Paul; Raymond; Rodriguez; Schaefer; Sheffield; Stickland; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Tinderholt; Toth; White; Wilson; Zedler; Zwiener.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker; Moody(C).

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent — Geren; González, M.; Miller; Noble; Smithee.

STATEMENT OF VOTE

When Record No. 678 was taken, I was temporarily out of the house chamber. I would have voted yes.

Miller

A record vote was requested by Representative Stickland.

CSHB 1545, as amended, was passed to engrossment by (Record 679): 135 Yeas, 0 Nays, 2 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Biedermann; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Cain; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrier; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Deshotel; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Herrero; Hinojosa; Holland; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Klick; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Meza; Middleton; Miller; Minjarez; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz;
STATEMENT OF VOTE

When Record No. 679 was taken, my vote failed to register. I would have voted yes.

Smithee

(Smithee now present)

CSHB 274 ON SECOND READING
(by S. Davis, Howard, and Wu)

CSHB 274, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to the establishment of the disaster reinvestment and infrastructure planning board and the creation of the disaster reinvestment and infrastructure planning revolving fund; making an appropriation.

Amendment No. 1

Representative S. Davis offered the following amendment to CSHB 274:

Amend CSHB 274 (house committee report) as follows:

(1) On page 6, line 8, between "disaster" and the underlined semicolon, insert "in a manner that protects against future loss".

(2) Strike page 6, lines 9 and 10, and substitute the following:
   (2) construct new infrastructure to mitigate against damage from a future disaster.

(3) On page 7, line 13, between "effect" and the underlined period, insert "or for a longer period determined by the board if the application for financial assistance is for a public infrastructure project described by Subsection (a)(1)".

(4) On page 8, strike lines 21-24 and substitute the following:
   grant to a political subdivision that, based on information available to the board, has experienced repeated damage from disasters.

(5) On page 9, line 6, between "grant" and the underlined semicolon, insert ", including information on the design life of the project".

(6) On page 9, line 11, strike "and".

(7) On page 9, line 13, strike the underlined period and substitute the following:
(6) information on the percentage of properties located within the political subdivision's jurisdiction that are covered by flood insurance, if the application is from a political subdivision; and

(7) information regarding the protections from future disasters that have been incorporated into the siting or design of the project.

(8) On page 9, strike lines 26 and 27 and substitute the following:

threat to public health;

(5) criteria that indicates the project incorporates natural features, nature-based engineering approaches, or characteristics that:

(A) make positive impacts on the environment;

(B) preserve or make efficient use of energy and associated resources; or

(C) reduce negative impacts on the natural environment;

(6) the percentage of properties located within the political subdivision's jurisdiction that are covered by flood insurance, if the applicant is a political subdivision;

(7) the applicant's past history of and future risk for repeated damage from disasters, if the applicant is a political subdivision; and

(8) other criteria developed by the board.

Amendment No. 1 was adopted.

A record vote was requested by Representative Stickland.

CSHB 274, as amended, was passed to engrossment by (Record 680): 120 Yeas, 16 Nays, 2 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrier; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Deshotel; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Herrero; Hinojosa; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kalac; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Klick; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Meyer; Meza; Middleton; Miller; Minjarez; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Neave; Nevárez; Noble; Oliverson; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Parker; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Ramos; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Shaheen; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Springer; Stephenson; Stucky; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wray; Wu; Zerwas; Zwiener.

Nays — Biedermann; Cain; Holland; Krause; Lang; Metcalf; Murr; Patterson; Schaefer; Smithee; Stickland; Swanson; Tinderholt; Toth; Wilson; Zedler.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker; Moody(C).
Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent — Lozano.

STATEMENTS OF VOTE
When Record No. 680 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Hefner

When Record No. 680 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Middleton

(Speaker in the chair)

LEAVES OF ABSENCE GRANTED
The following members were granted leaves of absence temporarily for today to attend a meeting of the Committee on Human Services:

Clardy on motion of Paddie.
Frank on motion of Paddie.
Hinojosa on motion of Paddie.
Klick on motion of Paddie.
Meza on motion of Paddie.
Miller on motion of Paddie.
Noble on motion of Paddie.

The following member was granted leave of absence for the remainder of today to attend a meeting of the Committee on Human Services:

Deshotel on motion of Paddie.

MAJOR STATE CALENDAR
HOUSE BILLS
THIRD READING

The following bills were laid before the house and read third time:

HB 4611 ON THIRD READING
(by Huberty)

HB 4611, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to certain distributions to the available school fund.

Amendment No. 1

On behalf of Representative Huberty, Representative Murphy offered the following amendment to HB 4611:

Amend HB 4611 on third reading as follows:
(1) On page 1, strike lines 19-21 and substitute the following:
SECTION 2. Section 43.001(d), Education Code, as amended by Chapters 581 (SB 810) and 705 (HB 3526), Acts of the 85th Legislature, Regular Session, 2017, is reenacted and amended to read as follows:

(2) On page 2, line 1, strike "5(g)" and substitute "(g)".

(3) On page 2, lines 3 and 4, strike "technology and instructional materials" and substitute "instructional materials and technology".

(4) On page 2, strike lines 5-7 and renumber the remaining SECTIONS of the bill.

Amendment No. 1 was adopted.

HB 4611, as amended, was passed by (Record 681): 126 Yeas, 1 Nays, 2 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Biedermann; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Cain; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrier; Davis, S.; Dean; Fierro; Flynn; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, J.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Herrero; Holland; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kalac; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Middleton; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Nevárez; Oliverson; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Ramos; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Schaefer; Shaheen; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Smithee; Springer; Stephenson; Stucky; Swanson; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Tinderholt; Toth; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wilson; Wray; Wu; Zedler; Zerwas; Zwiener.

Nays — Stickland.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker(C); Turner, C.

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent, Excused, Committee Meeting — Clardy; Deshotel; Frank; Hinojosa; Klick; Meza; Miller; Noble.

Absent — Davis, Y.; González, M.

STATEMENTS OF VOTE

When Record No. 681 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Cain

When Record No. 681 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Toth
BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS SIGNED BY THE SPEAKER

Notice was given at this time that the speaker had signed bills and resolutions in the presence of the house (see the addendum to the daily journal, Signed by the Speaker, Senate List No. 12).

GENERAL STATE CALENDAR

HOUSE BILLS

THIRD READING

The following bills were laid before the house and read third time:

HB 4205 ON THIRD READING

(by Craddick)

HB 4205, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to the conditions under which a closed campus may be repurposed to serve students at that campus location.

HB 4205 was passed by (Record 682): 120 Yeas, 7 Nays, 1 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Biedermann; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Cain; Calanni; Capriglione; Cole; Coleman; Craddick; Cyrier; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Fierro; Flynn; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Hefner; Herrero; Holland; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Middleton; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Nevárez; Oliverson; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Phelan; Price; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Shaheen; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Smithee; Springer; Stephenson; Stickland; Stucky; Swanson; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Tinderholt; Toth; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wilson; Wray; Wu; Zedler; Zerwas; Zwiener.

Nays — Canales; Collier; González, J.; Perez; Ramos; Romero; Schaefer.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker(C).

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent, Excused, Committee Meeting — Clardy; Deshotel; Frank; Hinojosa; Klick; Meza; Miller; Noble.

Absent — Bernal; Cortez; González, M.

STATEMENTS OF VOTE

When Record No. 682 was taken, I was in the house but away from my desk. I would have voted yes.

Cortez
When Record No. 682 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Rodriguez

When Record No. 682 was taken, I was shown voting no. I intended to vote yes.

Schaefer

HB 4310 ON THIRD READING
(by Dutton)

HB 4310, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to a school district’s scope and sequence for subjects in the required curriculum for public school students.

HB 4310 was passed by (Record 683): 128 Yeas, 1 Nays, 1 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Biedermann; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Cain; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddock; Cyrier; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Fierro; Flynn; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Herrero; Holland; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Middleton; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Nevárez; Oliverson; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Ramos; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Schaefer; Shaheen; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Smithee; Springer; Stephenson; Stucky; Swanson; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Tinderholt; Toth; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wilson; Wray; Wu; Zedler; Zerwas; Zwiener.

Nays — Lang.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker(C).

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent, Excused, Committee Meeting — Clardy; Deshotel; Frank; Hinojosa; Klick; Meza; Miller; Noble.

Absent — Stickland.

STATEMENT OF VOTE

When Record No. 683 was taken, I was shown voting no. I intended to vote yes.

Lang
HB 3784 ON THIRD READING
(by Larson, Flynn, Deshotel, Murr, Morrison, et al.)

HB 3784, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to authorizing a statewide referendum allowing voters to indicate a preference for exempting the state from daylight saving time or observing daylight saving time year-round.

HB 3784 was passed by (Record 684): 118 Yeas, 11 Nays, 1 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Biedermann; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Burns; Burrows; Button; Cain; Calanni; Capriglione; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrier; Davis, S.; Dean; Fierro; Flynn; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkings; Goldman; Gonzalez, J.; Gonzalez, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Herrero; Holland; Howard; Hunter; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Middleton; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Munoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Oliverson; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Ramos; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Rose; Rosenthal; Schaefer; Shaheen; Sheffield; Shine; Smith; Springer; Stephenson; Stickland; Stucky; Swanson; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Tinderholt; Toth; Turner, C.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wilson; Wray; Zedler; Zerwas; Zwiener.

Nays — Bucy; Canales; Davis, Y.; Nevarez; Romero; Sanford; Sherman; Smithee; Talarico; Turner, J.; Wu.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker(C).

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent, Excused, Committee Meeting — Clardy; Deshotel; Frank; Hinojosa; Klick; Meza; Miller; Noble.

Absent — Israel.

STATEMENTS OF VOTE

When Record No. 684 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Collier

When Record No. 684 was taken, I was in the house but away from my desk. I would have voted no.

Israel

HB 3175 ON THIRD READING
(by Deshotel)

HB 3175, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to the confidentiality of certain personal information of an applicant for disaster recovery funds.
HB 3175 was passed by (Record 685): 129 Yeas, 1 Nays, 1 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Biedermann; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Cain; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrier; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Fierro; Flynn; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Herrero; Holland; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Middleton; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Oliverson; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Ramos; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Schaefer; Shaheen; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Smithee; Springer; Stephenson; Stickland; Stucky; Swanson; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Tinderholt; Toth; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wilson; Wray; Wu; Zedler; Zerwas; Zwiener.

Nays — Nevárez.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker(C).

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent, Excused, Committee Meeting — Clardy; Deshotel; Frank; Hinojosa; Klick; Meza; Miller; Noble.

HB 1655 ON THIRD READING
(by Hunter and Rodriguez)

HB 1655, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to the availability of dates of birth under the public information law.

HB 1655 was passed by (Record 686): 127 Yeas, 3 Nays, 1 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Biedermann; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Cain; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrier; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Fierro; Flynn; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Herrero; Holland; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Middleton; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Oliverson; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Ramos; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Schaefer; Shaheen; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Smithee; Springer; Stephenson;
HB 69 ON THIRD READING
(by Minjarez, Rodriguez, Bailes, Collier, et al.)

HB 69, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to the right to vacate and avoid liability under a residential lease after a tenant's death.

HB 69 was passed by (Record 687): 116 Yeas, 12 Nays, 2 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, K.; Bernal; Biedermann; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Cain; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrier; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Fierro; Flynn; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Herrero; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Oliverson; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Ramos; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Stephenson; Stickland; Stucky; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Toth; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wilson; Wray; Wu; Zedler; Zerwas; Zwiener.

Nays — Bell, C.; Holland; Krause; Middleton; Schaefer; Shaheen; Springer; Swanson; Tinderholt; Wilson; Wray; Zedler.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker(C); Smithee.

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent, Excused, Committee Meeting — Clardy; Deshotel; Frank; Hinojosa; Klick; Meza; Miller; Noble.

Absent — Nevárez.
STATEMENTS OF VOTE

When Record No. 687 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Cain

When Record No. 687 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Flynn

When Record No. 687 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Metcalf

When Record No. 687 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Oliverson

When Record No. 687 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Paul

HB 1176 ON THIRD READING
(by Darby)

HB 1176, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to technical defects in instruments affecting real property.

HB 1176 was passed by (Record 688): 125 Yeas, 3 Nays, 1 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Biedermann; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrier; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Fierro; Flynn; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Herrero; Holland; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kalac; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Middleton; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Oliverson; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Schaefer; Shaheen; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Smither; Springer; Stephenson; Stucky; Swanson; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Tinderholt; Toth; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wilson; Wray; Wu; Zedler; Zwiener.

Nays — Cain; Ramos; Stickland.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker(C).
Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent, Excused, Committee Meeting — Clardy; Deshotel; Frank; Hinojosa; Klick; Meza; Miller; Noble.

Absent — Blanco; Nevárez.

STATEMENT OF VOTE

When Record No. 688 was taken, I was in the house but away from my desk. I would have voted yes.

Blanco

HB 391 ON THIRD READING
(by Blanco and Guillen)

HB 391, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to student access to public school instructional materials and technology.

HB 391 was passed by (Record 689): 107 Yeas, 15 Nays, 1 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, K.; Bernal; Biedermann; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Cyrier; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Fierro; Flynn; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Harris; Herrero; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, P.; King, T.; Lambert; Landgraf; Larson; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Meyer; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Ramos; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Schaefer; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smithee; Stephenson; Stickland; Stucky; Swanson; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Toth; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wray; Wu; Zerwas; Zwiener.

Nays — Bell, C.; Cain; Hefner; Krause; Lang; Leach; Metcalf; Middleton; Oliverson; Shaheen; Smith; Springer; Tinderholt; Wilson; Zedler.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker(C).

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent, Excused, Committee Meeting — Clardy; Deshotel; Frank; Hinojosa; Klick; Meza; Miller; Noble.

Absent — Craddick; Holland; King, K.; Kuempel; Nevárez; Parker; Price; Raney.
STATEMENTS OF VOTE

When Record No. 689 was taken, I was in the house but away from my desk. I would have voted yes.

Craddick

When Record No. 689 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Flynn

When Record No. 689 was taken, I was in the house but away from my desk. I would have voted yes.

Kuempel

When Record No. 689 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Leman

When Record No. 689 was taken, I was in the house but away from my desk. I would have voted yes.

Nevárez

When Record No. 689 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Paul

When Record No. 689 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Schaefer

(Clardy now present)

HB 695 ON THIRD READING
(by Clardy)

HB 695, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to the enforcement of commercial motor vehicle safety standards in certain municipalities.

HB 695 was passed by (Record 690): 117 Yeas, 12 Nays, 1 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Biedermann; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Calanni; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrier; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Fierro; Flynn; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Harris; Herrero; Holland; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Nevárez; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Perez;
HB 1140 ON THIRD READING
(by T. King)

HB 1140, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to fees for vehicles stored at vehicle storage facilities; authorizing fee increases and decreases; eliminating a fee; eliminating a minimum fee.

HB 1140 was passed by (Record 691): 118 Yeas, 13 Nays, 1 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Biedermann; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Cain; Calanni; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrier; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harris; Hefner; Herrero; Holland; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Nevárez; Oliverson; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Shaheen; Sheffield; Sherman; Smith; Smithee; Stephenson; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Toth; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; Wilson; Wray; Wu; Zerwas; Zwiener.

Nays — Canales; González, J.; Harless; Middleton; Ramos; Schaefer; Springer; Stickland; Stucky; Swanson; Tinderholt; Wilson; Zedler.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker(C).

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.
Absent, Excused, Committee Meeting — Deshotel; Hinojosa; Klick; Meza; Miller; Noble.

Absent — Shine.

(Miller and Noble now present)

**HB 1186 ON THIRD READING**
(by Kuempel)

**HB 1186**, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to the prizes awarded in certain pull-tab bingo games.

**HB 1186** was passed by (Record 692): 102 Yeas, 31 Nays, 1 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Biedermann; Blanco; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Harris; Herrero; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, T.; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Larson; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Neave; Nevárez; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Parker; Perez; Phelan; Price; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Springer; Stephenson; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, S.; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wray; Wu; Zerwas; Zwiener.

Nays — Ashby; Bonnen; Cain; Clardy; Cyrier; Goldman; Hefner; Holland; King, P.; Krause; Lang; Leach; Middleton; Murr; Noble; Oliverson; Patterson; Paul; Ramos; Schaefer; Shaheen; Smith; Smither; Stickland; Stucky; Swanson; Thompson, E.; Tinderrholz; Toth; Wilson; Zedler.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker(C).

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Hubertty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent, Excused, Committee Meeting — Deshotel; Hinojosa; Klick; Meza.

Absent — Bohac.

**STATEMENTS OF VOTE**

When Record No. 692 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Anderson

When Record No. 692 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Biedermann
When Record No. 692 was taken, my vote failed to register. I would have voted no.

Bohac

When Record No. 692 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Burns

When Record No. 692 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Flynn

When Record No. 692 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Frank

When Record No. 692 was taken, I was shown voting no. I intended to vote yes.

Goldman

When Record No. 692 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Landgraf

When Record No. 692 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Sanford

(Meza now present)

**HB 1318 ON THIRD READING**

*(by Moody)*

**HB 1318**, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to the provision of mental health services to persons younger than 18 years of age.

**HB 1318** was passed by (Record 693): 108 Yeas, 23 Nays, 1 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, K.; Bernal; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Calanni; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrier; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Herrero; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, T.; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martínez; Martínez Fischer; Meyer; Miller; Minjárez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Nevárez; Oliverson; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Ramos; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds;
HB 1211 ON THIRD READING
(by Darby, Paul, Phelan, Longoria, and Guerra)

HB 1211, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to certain agreements by architects and engineers in or in connection with certain construction contracts.

HB 1211 was passed by (Record 694): 121 Yeas, 11 Nays, 2 Present, not voting.
HB 1262 ON THIRD READING
(by K. Bell, Nevárez, K. King, Paddie, Canales, et al.)

HB 1262, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to the extended registration of certain vehicles not subject to inspection.

HB 1262 was passed by (Record 695): 132 Yeas, 1 Nays, 1 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Biedermann; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Calanni; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrier; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Holland; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Meza; Middleton; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Neave; Noble; Oliverson; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Schaefer; Shaheen; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Smithee; Stephenson; Stucky; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Tinderholt; Toth; Turner, C.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wray; Wu; Zerwas; Zwiener.

Nays — Cain; Canales; González, J.; Murr; Nevárez; Ramos; Springer; Swanson; Turner, J.; Wilson; Zedler.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker(C); Stickland.

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent, Excused, Committee Meeting — Deshotel; Hinojosa; Klick.

Absent — Herrero; Talarico.

STATEMENTS OF VOTE

When Record No. 694 was taken, I was temporarily out of the house chamber. I would have voted yes.

Talarico

When Record No. 694 was taken, I was shown voting no. I intended to vote yes.

Wilson
Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Meza; Middleton; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Nevérez; Noble; Oliverson; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Ramos; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Schaefer; Shaheen; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Smitee; Springer; Stephenson; Stickland; Stucky; Swanson; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Toth; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wray; Wu; Zedler; Zerwas; Zwiener.

Nays — Tinderholt.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker(C).

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent, Excused, Committee Meeting — Deshotel; Hinojosa; Klick.

Absent — Bernal; Wilson.

STATEMENTS OF VOTE

When Record No. 695 was taken, I was shown voting no. I intended to vote yes.

Tinderholt

When Record No. 695 was taken, I was in the house but away from my desk. I would have voted yes.

Wilson

HB 916 ON THIRD READING
(by Guillen and Anderson)

HB 916, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to the exemption of rural transit districts from motor fuel taxes.

HB 916 was passed by (Record 696): 92 Yeas, 41 Nays, 1 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, K.; Bernal; Blanco; Bohac; Bowers; Buckley; Buyc; Burns; Burrows; Button; Calanni; Canales; Clardy; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Fierro; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Herrero; Howard; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, T.; Kuempel; Larson; Leach; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Meyer; Meza; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Nevérez; Noble; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Perez; Phelan; Price; Ramos; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Springer; Stephenson; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, S.; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; Wu; Zwiener.
Nays — Bell, C.; Biedermann; Bonnen; Cain; Capriglione; Craddick; Cyrier; Dean; Flynn; Frank; Goldman; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Holland; Hunter; King, P.; Krause; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Leman; Metcalf; Middleton; Oliverson; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Schaefer; Shaheen; Smither; Stickland; Stucky; Swanson; Thompson, E.; Tinderholt; Toth; White; Wilson; Zedler; Zerwas.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker(C).

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent, Excused, Committee Meeting — Deshotel; Hinojosa; Klick.

Absent — Rodriguez; Wray.

**STATEMENTS OF VOTE**

When Record No. 696 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Leach

When Record No. 696 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Meyer

When Record No. 696 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Phelan

When Record No. 696 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Sanford

**HB 1999 ON THIRD READING**

(by Leach, Cyrier, Lucio, et al.)

**HB 1999**, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to certain construction liability claims concerning public buildings and public works.

**HB 1999** was passed by (Record 697): 99 Yeas, 34 Nays, 1 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Ashby; Bailes; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Biedermann; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Burns; Burrows; Button; Cain; Calanni; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Craddick; Cyrier; Davis, S.; Dean; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Holland; Hunter; Kacal; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leach; Leman; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Meza; Middleton; Miller; Moody; Morrison; Munoz; Murphy; Murr; Noble; Pacheco; Paddie; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Phelan; Price; Raney; Raymond; Rosenthal; Sanford; Schaefer; Shaheen;
HB 2423 ON THIRD READING
(by Anderson, T. King, Nevárez, Price, and Cyriier)

HB 2423, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to the creation of the broadband office within the Public Utility Commission of Texas and the establishment of a broadband service investment grant program.

HB 2423 was passed by (Record 698): 122 Yeas, 8 Nays, 1 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Biedermann; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Cyriier; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harris; Hefner; Herrera; Holland; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Meza; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Nevárez; Noble; Ortega; Pacheco;
Paddie; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Ramos; Raney; Raymond; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Schaefer; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Smithee; Springer; Stephenson; Stucky; Swanson; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Toth; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; Wilson; Wray; Wu; Zedler; Zerwas; Zwiener.

Nays — Cain; Harless; Krause; Middleton; Shaheen; Stickland; Tinderholt; White.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker(C).

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent, Excused, Committee Meeting — Deshotel; Hinojosa; Klick.

Absent — Leach; Oliverson; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Thompson, S.

STATEMENTS OF VOTE

When Record No. 698 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Schaefer

When Record No. 698 was taken, I was in the house but away from my desk. I would have voted yes.

S. Thompson

HB 1743 ON THIRD READING
(by T. King, Rodriguez, Murphy, Geren, Guillen, et al.)

HB 1743, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to the additional ad valorem tax and interest imposed as a result of a change of use of certain land.

HB 1743 was passed by (Record 699): 132 Yeas, 2 Nays, 2 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Biedermann; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Cain; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Clardy; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrer; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Herrero; Holland; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Meza; Middleton; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Nevárez; Noble; Oliverson; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Schaefer; Shaheen; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Smithee; Springer; Stephenson; Stickland; Stucky; Swanson; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Tinderholt; Toth; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wilson; Wray; Wu; Zedler; Zerwas; Zwiener.
HB 1576, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to the delivery of certain transportation services under Medicaid and certain other health and human services programs.

HB 1576 was passed by (Record 700): 133 Yeas, 2 Nays, 1 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrier; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Fierro; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Herrero; Holland; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Klick; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Meza; Middleton; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Nevárez; Noble; Oliverson; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Ramos; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Schaefer; Shaheen; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Smithee; Springer; Stephenson; Stickland; Stucky; Swanson; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Tinderholt; Toth; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wilson; Wray; Wu; Zedler; Zerwas; Zwiener.

Nays — Biedermann; Cain.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker(C).

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent, Excused, Committee Meeting — Deshotel; Hinojosa.

Absent — Flynn.

STATEMENTS OF VOTE

When Record No. 700 was taken, I was shown voting no. I intended to vote yes.

Biedermann
When Record No. 700 was taken, I was shown voting no. I intended to vote yes.

Cain

When Record No. 700 was taken, my vote failed to register. I would have voted yes.

Flynn

HB 489 ON THIRD READING
(by Springer)

HB 489, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to the use of certain weapons in or on the beds or banks of certain rivers and streams in particular counties.

HB 489 was passed by (Record 701): 114 Yeas, 20 Nays, 1 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Biedermann; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Calanni; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrier; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harris; Herrero; Holland; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, T.; Klick; Lambert; Landgraf; Larson; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Meyer; Meza; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Nevárez; Noble; Oliverson; Ortega; Paddie; Parker; Paul; Phelan; Price; Ramos; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Shaheen; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Springer; Stephenson; Stucky; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; Wilson; Wray; Wu; Zedler; Zerwas; Zwiener.

Nays — Ashby; Cain; Canales; Harless; Hefner; King, P.; Krause; Kuempel; Lang; Leach; Metcalf; Middleton; Pacheco; Patterson; Schaefer; Stickland; Swanson; Tinderholt; Toth; White.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker(C).

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent, Excused, Committee Meeting — Deshotel; Hinojosa.

Absent — Perez; Smithee.

STATEMENTS OF VOTE

When Record No. 701 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

C. Bell
When Record No. 701 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Nevárez

When Record No. 701 was taken, I was in the house but away from my desk. I would have voted yes.

Smithee

HB 2830 ON THIRD READING  
(by Canales)

HB 2830, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to certain requirements for and limitations on design-build contracts for highway projects of the Texas Department of Transportation.

HB 2830 was passed by (Record 702): 128 Yeas, 7 Nays, 2 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Biedermann; Blanco; Bonac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrier; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harris; Hefner; Herrero; Holland; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Klick; Krause; Kuempel; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Meza; Middleton; Miller; Minjárez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Nevárez; Noble; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Schaefer; Shaheen; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Smithee; Stephenson; Stickland; Stucky; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Toth; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wilson; Wray; Wu; Zedler; Zerwas; Zwiener.

Nays — Cain; Harless; Oliverson; Ramos; Springer; Swanson; Tinderholt.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker(C); Lambert.

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent, Excused, Committee Meeting — Deshotel; Hinojosa.

HB 1693 ON THIRD READING  
(by Smithee)

HB 1693, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to affidavits concerning cost and necessity of services.

HB 1693 was passed by (Record 703): 119 Yeas, 17 Nays, 1 Present, not voting.
Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Biedermann; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Burns; Burrows; Button; Cain; Calanni; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Coleman; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrier; Davis, S.; Dean; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Herrero; Holland; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Klick; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Meza; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Murphy; Murr; Noble; Oliverson; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Raney; Raymond; Rodriguez; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Schaefer; Shaheen; Sheffield; Shine; Smith; Smithee; Springer; Stephenson; Stickland; Stucky; Swanson; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Tinderholt; Toth; Turner, C.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wilson; Wray; Wu; Zedler; Zerwas; Zwiener.

Nays — Bucy; Canales; Collier; Davis, Y.; González, J.; González, M.; Johnson, J.E.; Middleton; Muñoz; Neave; Nevárez; Ramos; Reynolds; Romero; Sherman; Talarico; Turner, J.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker(C).

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent, Excused, Committee Meeting — Deshotel; Hinojosa.

STATEMENT OF VOTE

When Record No. 703 was taken, I was shown voting no. I intended to vote yes.

Middleton

HB 98 ON THIRD READING
(by M. González and Meyer)

HB 98, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to civil and criminal liability for the unlawful disclosure of intimate visual material.

HB 98 was passed by (Record 704): 136 Yeas, 0 Nays, 1 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Biedermann; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Cain; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrier; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Herrero; Holland; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Klick; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Meza; Middleton; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Nevárez; Noble; Oliverson; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie;
Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker(C).

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent, Excused, Committee Meeting — Deshotel; Hinojosa.

HB 1667 ON THIRD READING
(by Goldman)

HB 1667, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to the regulation of salvage vehicle dealers.

HB 1667 was passed by (Record 705): 135 Yeas, 1 Nays, 1 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Biedermann; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Cain; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrier; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Herrero; Holland; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Klick; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Meza; Middleton; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Nevárez; Noble; Oliverson; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Schaefer; Shaheen; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Smithee; Springer; Stephenson; Stickland; Stucky; Swanson; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Tinderholt; Toth; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wilson; Wray; Wu; Zedler; Zerwas; Zwiener.

Nays — Ramos.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker(C).

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent, Excused, Committee Meeting — Deshotel; Hinojosa.

HB 2706 ON THIRD READING
(by Capriglione and Lambert)

HB 2706, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to authorized investments for governmental entities.
HB 2706 was passed by (Record 706): 132 Yeas, 4 Nays, 1 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Biedermann; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Cain; Calanni; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrier; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Herrero; Holland; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kalak; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Klick; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Meza; Middleton; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Neave; Noble; Oliverson; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rosenthal; Sanford; Schaefer; Shaheen; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Smithee; Stephenson; Stickland; Stucky; Swanson; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Tinderholt; Toth; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wilson; Wray; Wu; Zedler; Zerwas; Zwiener.

Nays — Canales; Murr; Nevárez; Ramos.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker(C).

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent, Excused, Committee Meeting — Deshotel; Hinojosa.

HB 2111 ON THIRD READING
(by Pacheco, Cortez, Lopez, Minjarez, Gutierrez, et al.)

HB 2111, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to the period for which a school district’s participation in certain tax increment financing reinvestment zones may be taken into account in determining the total taxable value of property in the school district.

HB 2111 was passed by (Record 707): 91 Yeas, 41 Nays, 2 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, K.; Bernal; Blanco; Bowers; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Fierro; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Herrero; Howard; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kalak; King, K.; King, T.; Landgraf; Larson; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Meyer; Minjarez; Moody; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Nevárez; Noble; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Perez; Phelan; Price; Ramos; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Shaheen; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Smithee; Stephenson; Stucky; Talarico; Thompson, S.; Toth; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; Wilson; Wray; Wu; Zedler; Zerwas; Zwiener.
Nays — Bell, C.; Biedermann; Bohac; Bonnen; Buckley; Cain; Craddick; Cyrier; Dean; Flynn; Goldman; Harris; Hefner; Holland; Hunter; King, P.; Klick; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Lang; Leach; Leman; Metcalf; Middleton; Miller; Morales; Oliverson; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Sanford; Schaefer; Springer; Stickland; Swanson; Thompson, E.; Tinderholt; White; Zedler; Zerwas.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker(C); Anderson.

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent, Excused, Committee Meeting — Deshotel; Hinojosa.

Absent — Clardy; Meza; Thierry.

HB 1973 ON THIRD READING
(by Button, Price, Shaheen, Goodwin, Guerra, et al.)

HB 1973, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to the system by which an application for a low income housing tax credit is scored.

HB 1973 was passed by (Record 708): 90 Yeas, 38 Nays, 1 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, K.; Biedermann; Blanco; Bonnen; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Calanni; Clardy; Cole; Collier; Davis, S.; Dean; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Holland; Hunter; Johnson, E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, T.; Kuempel; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leach; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Metcalf; Meyer; Meza; Middleton; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murr; Neave; Noble; Oliverson; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Patterson; Phelan; Price; Raney; Romero; Rosenthal; Schaefer; Shaheen; Sheffield; Shine; Smith; Smithee; Springer; Stephenson; Stickland; Swanson; Talarico; Tinderholt; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wilson; Wray; Zwiener.

Nays — Bernal; Bohac; Cain; Canales; Capriglione; Coleman; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrier; Davis, Y.; Harris; Hefner; Howard; Israel; Johnson, J.E.; Krause; Lambert; Leman; Martinez Fischer; Nevárez; Parker; Paul; Perez; Ramos; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Rose; Sanford; Sherman; Stucky; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Toth; Turner, C.; Wu; Zedler; Zerwas.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker(C).

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent, Excused, Committee Meeting — Deshotel; Hinojosa.

Absent — Bell, C.; Bowers; Harless; Herrero; King, P.; Klick; Murphy; Raymond.
STATEMENTS OF VOTE

When Record No. 708 was taken, I was in the house but away from my desk. I would have voted yes.

Harless

When Record No. 708 was taken, I was in the house but away from my desk. I would have voted no.

Herrero

When Record No. 708 was taken, I was shown voting no. I intended to vote yes.

Leman

When Record No. 708 was taken, I was shown voting no. I intended to vote yes.

Stucky

When Record No. 708 was taken, I was shown voting no. I intended to vote yes.

Zedler

HB 2140 ON THIRD READING
(by Neave and Button)

HB 2140, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to creating an electronic application system for state student financial assistance.

HB 2140 was passed by (Record 709): 130 Yeas, 4 Nays, 2 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrier; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Herrero; Holland; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kalac; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Klick; Krause; Kuempel; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Meza; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Nevérez; Noble; Oliverson; Ortega; Paddie; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Ramos; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Schaefer; Shaheen; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Smitee; Springer; Stephenson; Stucky; Swanson; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Tinderholt; Toth; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wilson; Wray; Wu; Zedler; Zerwas; Zwiener.

Nays — Biedermann; Cain; Middleton; Stickland.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker(C); Lambert.
Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent, Excused, Committee Meeting — Deshotel; Hinojosa.

Absent — Pacheco.

(Hinojosa now present)

**HB 2164 ON THIRD READING**
(by Burns)

**HB 2164**, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to imposing civil and criminal penalties for prohibiting or otherwise restricting a peace officer or special investigator from carrying a weapon on certain premises open to the public; creating a criminal offense.

**HB 2164** was passed by (Record 710): 131 Yeas, 3 Nays, 1 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Biedermann; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Cain; Calanni; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrier; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Holland; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Klick; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Meza; Middleton; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Nevárez; Noble; Oliverson; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Schaefer; Shaheen; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Smithee; Springer; Stephenson; Stickland; Stucky; Swanson; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Tinderholt; Toth; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wilson; Wray; Wu; Zedler; Zerwas; Zwiener.

Nays — Beckley; Canales; Ramos.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker(C).

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent, Excused, Committee Meeting — Deshotel.

Absent — Bowers; Herrero; Hinojosa.

**STATEMENTS OF VOTE**

When Record No. 710 was taken, my vote failed to register. I would have voted yes.

Bowers
When Record No. 710 was taken, I was in the house but away from my desk. I would have voted yes.

Herrero

When Record No. 710 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Rose

**HB 2419 ON THIRD READING**
*(by Nevárez)*

**HB 2419**, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to a study conducted by the Texas Department of Transportation regarding the transportation needs of the Middle Rio Grande region of this state.

**HB 2419** was passed by (Record 711): 109 Yeas, 17 Nays, 2 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Blanco; Bohac; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Cain; Calanni; Clardy; Cole; Collier; Cortez; Cyrier; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Fierro; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harris; Herrero; Hinojosa; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, T.; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Larson; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Meza; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Nevárez; Oliverson; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Patterson; Perez; Phelan; Price; Ramos; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Smithee; Springer; Stephenson; Stucky; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, S.; Toth; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; Vo; White; Wilson; Wray; Wu; Zedler; Zerwas; Zwiener.

Nays — Bonnen; Capriglione; Craddock; Frank; Harless; Hefner; King, P.; Krause; Lang; Middleton; Noble; Schaefer; Shaheen; Stickland; Swanson; Thompson, E.; Tinderholt.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker(C); Holland.

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent, Excused, Committee Meeting — Deshotel.

Absent — Beckley; Biedermann; Canales; Coleman; Flynn; Klick; Leach; Parker; Paul; VanDeaver.

**STATEMENTS OF VOTE**

When Record No. 711 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Anderson
When Record No. 711 was taken, I was in the house but away from my desk. I would have voted yes.

Biedermann

When Record No. 711 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Cain

When Record No. 711 was taken, I was in the house but away from my desk. I would have voted yes.

Canales

When Record No. 711 was taken, I was in the house but away from my desk. I would have voted no.

Leach

When Record No. 711 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Leman

When Record No. 711 was taken, I was in the house but away from my desk. I would have voted yes.

Parker

When Record No. 711 was taken, my vote failed to register. I would have voted no.

Paul

When Record No. 711 was taken, I was in the house but away from my desk. I would have voted yes.

VanDeaver

HB 2174 ON THIRD READING
(by Zerwas, Capriglione, et al.)

HB 2174, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to controlled substance prescriptions under the Texas Controlled Substances Act; authorizing a fee.

HB 2174 was passed by (Record 712): 129 Yeas, 4 Nays, 1 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrier; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Goldman; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Herrero; Hinojosa; Holland; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Klick; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Meza; Miller; Moody; Morales;
HB 2464 ON THIRD READING
(by Hernandez and Frullo)

HB 2464, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to the regulation of massage schools and the issuance of a permit to massage school students; requiring an occupational permit; authorizing a fee.

HB 2464 was passed by (Record 713): 70 Yeas, 66 Nays, 1 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Bailes; Beckley; Bernal; Blanco; Bonnen; Bowers; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Calanni; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Fierro; Frullo; Goldman; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Herrero; Hinojosa; Howard; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, T.; Kuempel; Leach; Longoria; Lopez; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Meza; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Muñoz; Neave; Noble; Ortega; Pacheco;
HB 1343 ON THIRD READING
(by Leach)

HB 1343, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to persons who may be prosecuted for the criminal offense of improper contact with a victim.

HB 1343 was passed by (Record 714): 133 Yeas, 0 Nays, 2 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Biedermann; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burrows; Button; Cain; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrer; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Herrero; Hinojosa; Holland; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Klick; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leach;
STATEMENT OF VOTE

When Record No. 714 was taken, I was in the house but away from my desk. I would have voted yes.

Meyer

HB 2511 ON THIRD READING
(by Allen and Harless)

HB 2511, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to the content of a public school campus improvement plan.

HB 2511 was passed by (Record 715): 78 Yeas, 56 Nays, 1 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, K.; Bernal; Blanco; Bowers; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Calanni; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Fierro; Gervin-Hawkins; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Herrero; Hinojosa; Howard; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, T.; Kuempel; Larson; Leach; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Meyer; Meza; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Muñoz; Nevárez; Nevárez; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Perez; Phelan; Ramos; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sheffield; Sherman; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, S.; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wilson; Wray; Wu; Zedler; Zerwas; Zwiener.

Nays — Bell, C.; Biedermann; Bohac; Bonnen; Buckley; Button; Cain; Canales; Capriglione; Clardy; Craddick; Cyrrier; Dean; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Goldman; Harris; Hefner; Holland; Hunter; King, P.; Klick; Krause; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Leman; Metcalf; Middleton; Miller; Murphy; Murr; Noble; Oliverson; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Price; Sanford; Schaefer; Shaheen; Shine; Smith; Smithee; Springer; Stephenson; Stickland; Stucky; Swanson; Thompson, E.; Tinderholt; Toth; Wilson; Zedler.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker(C).
Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent, Excused, Committee Meeting — Deshotel.

Absent — Anderson; Martinez Fischer; Morrison.

**STATEMENTS OF VOTE**

When Record No. 715 was taken, I was in the house but away from my desk. I would have voted no.

Anderson

When Record No. 715 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Burns

When Record No. 715 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Kuempel

When Record No. 715 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Leach

When Record No. 715 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Phelan

**HB 2195 ON THIRD READING**

(by Meyer and Rosenthal)

HB 2195, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to an active shooter emergency policy for school districts.

HB 2195 was passed by (Record 716): 137 Yeas, 0 Nays, 1 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Biedermann; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Cain; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrier; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillian; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Herrero; Hinojosa; Holland; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Klick; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Meza; Middleton; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Nevárez; Noble; Oliverson; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Ramos; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Schaefer; Shaheen; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Smithee; Springer; Stephenson; Stickland;
HB 4120 ON THIRD READING
(by Lucio)

HB 4120, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to the financial security requirement for providers obligated under certain service contracts.

HB 4120 was passed by (Record 717): 131 Yeas, 5 Nays, 1 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Biedermann; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Cain; Calanni; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrer; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; Gonzalez, J.; Gonzalez, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Herrero; Hinojosa; Holland; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Klick; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Meza; Middleton; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Munoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Noble; Oliverson; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Ramos; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Schaefer; Shaheen; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Smither; Springer; Stephenson; Stickland; Stucky; Swanson; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Toth; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wilson; Wray; Wu; Zerwas; Zwiener.

Nays — Canales; Krause; Nevarez; Tinderholt; Zedler.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker(C).

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent, Excused, Committee Meeting — Deshotel.

Absent — Dean.

STATEMENT OF VOTE

When Record No. 717 was taken, I was in the house but away from my desk. I would have voted yes.

Dean
HB 2458 ON THIRD READING
(by Capriglione and Parker)

HB 2458, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to the operation and administration of the Texas Bullion Depository.

Amendment No. 1

Representative Murr offered the following amendment to HB 2458:

Amend HB 2458 on third reading as follows:

(1) Strike the SECTION of the bill adding Section 2116.0215, Government Code, as added by Amendment No. 2 by Murr.

(2) Renumber the SECTIONS of the bill as appropriate.

Amendment No. 1 was adopted.

HB 2458, as amended, was passed by (Record 718): 133 Yeas, 2 Nays, 1 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Biedermann; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Cain; Calanni; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrier; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harris; Hefner; Herrero; Hinojosa; Holland; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Klick; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Meza; Middleton; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Noble; Oliverson; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Ramos; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Schaefer; Shaheen; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Smithee; Springer; Stephenson; Stickland; Stucky; Swanson; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Tinderholt; Toth; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wilson; Wray; Wu; Zedler; Zerwas; Zwiener.

Nays — Canales; Nevárez.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker(C).

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent, Excused, Committee Meeting — Deshotel.

Absent — Coleman; Harless.

STATEMENT OF VOTE

When Record No. 718 was taken, I was in the house but away from my desk. I would have voted yes.

Harless
HB 2546 ON THIRD READING  
(by Guillen)

HB 2546, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to the energy efficiency performance standards for construction of industrialized housing.

HB 2546 was passed by (Record 719): 121 Yeas, 15 Nays, 2 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Blanco; Bohac; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Calanni; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrer; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Herrero; Hinojosa; Holland; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, T.; Klick; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Meza; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Ramos; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Shaheen; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Smithee; Springer; Stephenson; Stucky; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Tinderholt; Toth; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wray; Wu; Zerwas; Zwiener.

Nays — Biedermann; Bonnen; Cain; Canales; King, P.; Krause; Lang; Middleton; Nevárez; Oliverson; Schaefer; Stickland; Swanson; Wilson; Zedler.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker(C); Noble.

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent, Excused, Committee Meeting — Deshotel.

STATEMENT OF VOTE

When Record No. 719 was taken, I was shown voting present, not voting. I intended to vote yes.

Noble

HB 2486 ON THIRD READING  
(by Goldman, Paddie, Oliverson, G. Bonnen, Huberty, et al.)

HB 2486, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to certain required disclosures and prohibited practices of certain employee benefit plans and health insurance policies that provide benefits for dental care services.

HB 2486 was passed by (Record 720): 129 Yeas, 7 Nays, 1 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Blanco; Bohac; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick;
HB 2624 ON THIRD READING
(by Perez, Longoria, Moody, and Goldman)

HB 2624, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to the prosecution of certain criminal offenses involving fraud.

HB 2624 was passed by (Record 721): 135 Yeas, 0 Nays, 1 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Biedermann; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Cain; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrer; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Herrero; Hinojosa; Holland; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Klick; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Meza; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Neveárez; Noble; Oliverson; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Ramos; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Shaheen; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Smitee; Springer; Stephenson; Stucky; Swanson; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Toth; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wilson; Wray; Wu; Zedler; Zerwas; Zwiener.

Nays — Biedermann; Cain; Lang; Middleton; Schaefer; Stickland; Tinderholt.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker(C).

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent, Excused, Committee Meeting — Deshotel.

Absent — Bonnen.

STATEMENT OF VOTE

When Record No. 720 was taken, I was shown voting no. I intended to vote yes.

Schaefer
Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Schaefer; Shaheen; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Smithee; Springer; Stephenson; Stickland; Stucky; Swanson; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Tinderholt; Toth; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wilson; Wray; Wu; Zedler; Zerwas; Zwiener.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker(C).

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent, Excused, Committee Meeting — Deshotel.

Absent — Goldman; Leach.

STATEMENT OF VOTE

When Record No. 721 was taken, I was in the house but away from my desk. I would have voted yes.

Goldman

HB 2701 ON THIRD READING
(by White and Ramos)

HB 2701, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to county jailer training and continuing education requirements regarding interacting with pregnant women confined in jail.

HB 2701 was passed by (Record 722): 137 Yeas, 0 Nays, 1 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Biedermann; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Cain; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrier; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Herrero; Hinojosa; Holland; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacl; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Klick; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Meza; Middleton; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Nevárez; Noble; Oliverson; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Ramos; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Schaefer; Shaheen; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Smithee; Springer; Stephenson; Stickland; Stucky; Swanson; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Tinderholt; Toth; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wilson; Wray; Wu; Zedler; Zerwas; Zwiener.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker(C).

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent, Excused, Committee Meeting — Deshotel.
HB 2742 ON THIRD READING
(by Neave)

HB 2742, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to the content of the Healthy Texas Women program provider list.

HB 2742 was passed by (Record 723): 103 Yeas, 32 Nays, 1 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, K.; Bernal; Biedermann; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Cyrier; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Fierro; Frank; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Hefner; Herrero; Hinojosa; Holland; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, T.; Klick; Lambert; Landgraf; Larson; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Meyer; Meza; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Nevárez; Noble; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Patterson; Perez; Ramos; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Schaefer; Sheffield; Sherman; Smithee; Stephenson; Swanson; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Toth; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wray; Wu; Zwiener.

Nays — Ashby; Bell, C.; Cain; Clardy; Craddick; Dean; Flynn; Frullo; Geren; Harris; King, P.; Krause; Kuempel; Lang; Leach; Leman; Metcalf; Middleton; Oliverson; Parker; Paul; Phelan; Price; Shaheen; Shine; Smith; Springer; Stickland; Stucky; Tinderholt; Zedler; Zerwas.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker(C).

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent, Excused, Committee Meeting — Deshotel.

Absent — Anderson; Wilson.

STATEMENTS OF VOTE

When Record No. 723 was taken, I was in the house but away from my desk. I would have voted no.

Anderson

When Record No. 723 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Schaefer

When Record No. 723 was taken, I was in the house but away from my desk. I would have voted no.

Wilson
HB 2287 ON THIRD READING
(by Moody, Blanco, and Ortega)

HB 2287, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to the operations of certain municipal housing authorities.

HB 2287 was passed by (Record 724): 113 Yeas, 24 Nays, 1 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Buyc; Burns; Burrows; Button; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Fierro; Frank; Frullo; Gervin-Hawkins; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Hefner; Herrero; Hinojosa; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, T.; Klick; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Larson; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Meza; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Nevárez; Noble; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Ramos; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Sheffield; Sherman; Smith; Smithiee; Springer; Stephenson; Stooky; Swanson; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; Wilson; Wray; Wu; Zerwas; Zwiener.

Nays — Anderson; Ashby; Biedermann; Cain; Cyrier; Flynn; Goldman; Harris; Holland; King, P.; Krause; Lang; Leach; Leman; Middleton; Oliverson; Schaefer; Shaheen; Shine; Stickland; Tinderholt; Toth; White; Zedler.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker(C).

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent, Excused, Committee Meeting — Deshotel.

STATEMENT OF VOTE

When Record No. 724 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

C. Bell

HB 3881 ON THIRD READING
(by Wilson)

HB 3881, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to the use of epinephrine auto-injectors in primary and secondary schools.

HB 3881 was passed by (Record 725): 137 Yeas, 0 Nays, 1 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Biedermann; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Buyc; Burns; Burrows; Button; Cain; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrier; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Fierro;
Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Herrero; Hinojosa; Holland; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kalal; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Klick; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Meza; Middleton; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Nevárez; Noble; Oliverson; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Ramos; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Schaefer; Shaheen; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Smither; Springer; Stephenson; Stickland; Stucky; Swanson; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Tinderholt; Toth; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wilson; Wray; Wu; Zedler; Zerwas; Zwiener.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker(C).

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent, Excused, Committee Meeting — Deshotel.

HB 3834 ON THIRD READING
(by Capriglione)

HB 3834, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to the requirement that certain state and local government employees and state contractors complete a cybersecurity training program certified by the Department of Information Resources.

HB 3834 was passed by (Record 726): 130 Yeas, 2 Nays, 1 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Biedermann; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Buca; Burns; Burrows; Button; Calanni; Capriglione; Claridy; Cole; Coleman; Collor; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrier; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Herrero; Hinojosa; Holland; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kalal; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Klick; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Meza; Middleton; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Nevárez; Noble; Oliverson; Ortega; Pacheco; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Ramos; Raney; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Schaefer; Shaheen; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Smither; Springer; Stephenson; Stucky; Swanson; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Tinderholt; Toth; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wilson; Wray; Wu; Zedler; Zerwas; Zwiener.

Nays — Cain; Canales.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker(C).
Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent, Excused, Committee Meeting — Deshotel.

Absent — Blanco; Bohac; Paddie; Raymond; Stickland.

STATEMENT OF VOTE

When Record No. 726 was taken, my vote failed to register. I would have voted yes.

Bohac

HB 1494 ON THIRD READING
(by Guillen)

HB 1494, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to surety bonds for deputy clerks and other employees of county and district clerks.

HB 1494 was passed by (Record 727): 134 Yeas, 2 Nays, 1 Present, not voting.

Yea — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Biedermann; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Cain; Calanni; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrier; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Herrero; Hinojosa; Holland; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Klick; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Meza; Middleton; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Nevárez; Noble; Oliverson; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Ramos; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Sanford; Schaefer; Shaheen; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Smithee; Springer; Stephenson; Stucky; Swanson; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Tinderrholt; Toth; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wilson; Wray; Wu; Zedler; Zerwas; Zwiener.

Nay — Canales; Stickland.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker(C).

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent, Excused, Committee Meeting — Deshotel.

Absent — Rosenthal.

STATEMENT OF VOTE

When Record No. 727 was taken, I was in the house but away from my desk. I would have voted yes.

Rosenthal
HB 2847 ON THIRD READING
(by Goldman)

HB 2847, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to the licensing and regulation of certain occupations and activities; authorizing fees.

HB 2847 was passed by (Record 728): 130 Yeas, 5 Nays, 2 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, K.; Biedermann; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Burns; Burrows; Button; Cain; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Clardy; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrier; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, M.; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Herrero; Hinojosa; Holland; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Klick; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Martínez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Meza; Middleton; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Nevárez; Noble; Oliverson; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Schaefer; Shaheen; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Smithie; Springer; Stephenson; Stickland; Stucky; Swanson; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Tinderrholt; Toth; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wilson; Wray; Wu; Zedler; Zerwas; Zwiener.

Nays — Bernal; Cole; González, J.; Lozano; Ramos.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker(C); Goodwin.

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent, Excused, Committee Meeting — Deshotel.

Absent — Bell, C.

STATEMENTS OF VOTE

When Record No. 728 was taken, I was shown voting no. I intended to vote yes.

Bernal

When Record No. 728 was taken, I was shown voting no. I intended to vote yes.

Lozano

HB 3007 ON THIRD READING
(by C. Turner and Krause)

HB 3007, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to requiring the Texas Education Agency to provide to a school district certain information used in determining academic accountability ratings for the district.
HB 3007 was passed by (Record 729): 136 Yeas, 0 Nays, 1 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Biedermann; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Cain; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrier; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Herrero; Hinojosa; Holland; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kalal; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Klick; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Meza; Middleton; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Nevárez; Noble; Oliverson; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Ramos; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Schaefer; Shaheen; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Smithee; Springer; Stephenson; Stickland; Stucky; Swanson; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Tinderholt; Toth; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wilson; Wray; Wu; Zedler; Zerwas; Zwiener.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker(C).

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent, Excused, Committee Meeting — Deshotel.

Absent — Talarico.

HB 2914 ON THIRD READING
(by C. Bell)

HB 2914, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to the necessity of hearings regarding the dissolution or conversion of certain conservation and reclamation districts.

HB 2914 was passed by (Record 730): 136 Yeas, 1 Nays, 1 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Biedermann; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Cain; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrier; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Herrero; Hinojosa; Holland; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kalal; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Klick; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Meza; Middleton; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Nevárez; Noble; Oliverson; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Ramos; Raney; Raymond;
HB 2650

HB 2650, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to the procedure for the sale by auction of real property pursuant to foreclosure of a tax lien.

HB 2650 was passed by (Record 731): 136 Yeas, 0 Nays, 1 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Biedermann; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Cain; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddock; Cyr; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Herrero; Hinojosa; Holland; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Klick; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Meza; Middleton; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Nevárez; Noble; Oliverson; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Ramos; Raney; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Schaefer; Shaheen; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Smithee; Springer; Stephenson; Stickland; Stucky; Swanson; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Tinderholt; Toth; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wilson; Wray; Wu; Zedler; Zerwas; Zwiener.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker(C).

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent, Excused, Committee Meeting — Deshotel.

HB 2650 ON THIRD READING
(by Goodwin)

Thursday, April 25, 2019  HOUSE JOURNAL — 52nd Day
HB 3018, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to requiring the incorporation of instruction in digital citizenship into the public school curriculum.

Amendment No. 1

Representative E. Thompson offered the following amendment to HB 3018:

Amend HB 3018 on third reading by adding the following appropriately numbered SECTION to the bill and renumbering subsequent SECTIONS of the bill accordingly:

SECTION _____. A school district is required to implement a provision of this Act only if the legislature appropriates money to the Texas Education Agency that is provided to school districts specifically for that purpose. If the legislature does not appropriate money that is provided to school districts specifically for that purpose, a school district may, but is not required to, implement a provision of this Act using other appropriations available for that purpose.

Amendment No. 1 was adopted.

HB 3018, as amended, was passed by (Record 732): 117 Yeas, 17 Nays, 2 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Buckley; Buyc; Burrows; Button; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Fierro; Flynn; Frullo; Gerin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Harris; Herrero; Hinojosa; Holland; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, T.; Klick; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Meza; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Neave; Nevárez; Noble; Oliverson; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Parker; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Ramos; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Shaheen; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Smithee; Springer; Stephenson; Stucky; Swanson; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Toth; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wray; Wu; Zerwas; Zwiener.

Nays — Biedermann; Burns; Cain; Cyrier; Frank; Hefner; King, P.; Krause; Lang; Middleton; Murr; Patterson; Schaefer; Stickland; Tinderholt; Wilson; Zedler.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker(C); Dean.

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent, Excused, Committee Meeting — Deshotel.

Absent — Bowers; Sanford.
STATEMENTS OF VOTE

When Record No. 732 was taken, I was in the house but away from my desk. I would have voted yes.

Bowers

When Record No. 732 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Flynn

When Record No. 732 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Metcalf

When Record No. 732 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Phelan

HB 933 ON THIRD READING
(by Bucy, Cortez, Israel, et al.)

HB 933, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to posting of election information on the secretary of state's and each county's Internet website.

HB 933 was passed by (Record 733): 135 Yeas, 1 Nays, 2 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Biedermann; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Cain; Calanni; Canales; Claridy; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrier; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Herrero; Hinojosa; Holland; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Klick; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Meza; Middleton; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murri; Neave; Nevárez; Noble; Oliverson; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Ramos; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Schaefer; Shaheen; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Smithee; Springer; Stickland; Stucky; Swanson; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Tinderholt; Toth; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wilson; Wray; Wu; Zedler; Zerwas; Zwiener.

Nays — Stephenson.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker(C); Capriglione.

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent, Excused, Committee Meeting — Deshotel.
HB 3165 ON THIRD READING
(by Oliverson, Button, Howard, and Bernal)

HB 3165, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to an occupational and life skills associate degree program offered by the Lone Star College System District.

HB 3165 was passed by (Record 734): 134 Yeas, 1 Nays, 1 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, K.; Bernal; Biedermann; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Burns; Burrows; Button; Cain; Calanni; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrier; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Herrero; Hinojosa; Holland; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kalac; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Klick; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Meza; Middleton; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Nevárez; Noble; Oliverson; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Ramos; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Schaefer; Shaheen; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Smither; Springer; Stephenson; Stickland; Stucky; Swanson; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Tinderholt; Toth; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wilson; Wray; Wu; Zedler; Zerwas; Zwiener.

Nays — Canales.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker(C).

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent, Excused, Committee Meeting — Deshotel.

Absent — Allison; Bell, C.

STATEMENTS OF VOTE

When Record No. 734 was taken, I was in the house but away from my desk. I would have voted yes.

C. Bell

When Record No. 734 was taken, I was shown voting no. I intended to vote yes.

Canales

HB 3195 ON THIRD READING
(by Wu, Dutton, Murr, and White)

HB 3195, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to juveniles committed to the Texas Juvenile Justice Department.
HB 3195 was passed by (Record 735): 105 Yeas, 31 Nays, 1 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, K.; Bernal; Biedermann; Blanco; Bohac; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Cyrier; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Fierro; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Gonzalez, J.; Gonzalez, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Herrero; Hinojosa; Holland; Howard; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Larson; Leach; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Meyer; Meza; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Munoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Nevarez; Noble; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Perez; Phelan; Price; Ramos; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Schaefer; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Stephenson; Stucky; Swanson; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Toth; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wray; Wu; Zerwas; Zwiener.

Nays — Bell, C.; Bonnen; Burrows; Cain; Craddick; Dean; Flynn; Frank; Goldman; Harris; Hefner; Hunter; Klick; Krause; Lang; Leman; Metcalf; Middleton; Oliverson; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Sanford; Shaheen; Smith; Smithee; Springer; Stickland; Tinderholt; Wilson; Zedler.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker(C).

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent, Excused, Committee Meeting — Deshotel.

Absent — Button.

STATEMENTS OF VOTE

When Record No. 735 was taken, I was in the house but away from my desk. I would have voted no.

Button

When Record No. 735 was taken, I was shown voting no. I intended to vote yes.

Dean

When Record No. 735 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Leach

When Record No. 735 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Schaefer

When Record No. 735 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Swanson
HB 3334 ON THIRD READING
(by Paul)

HB 3334, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to satisfaction of continuing education requirements for certain insurance adjusters.

HB 3334 was passed by (Record 736): 136 Yeas, 0 Nays, 2 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Biedermann; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Cain; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrier; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guille; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Herrero; Hinojosa; Holland; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Klick; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Meza; Middleton; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murray; Neave; Nevárez; Noble; Oliverson; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Schaefer; Shaheen; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Smithee; Springer; Stephenson; Stickland; Stucky; Swanson; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Tinderholt; Toth; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wilson; Wray; Wu; Zedler; Zerwas; Zwiener.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker(C); Ramos.

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Hubert; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent, Excused, Committee Meeting — Deshotel.

HB 3552 ON THIRD READING
(by Sheffield)

HB 3552, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to certain notice requirements regarding fluoridation of a water supply system.

HB 3552 was passed by (Record 737): 136 Yeas, 1 Nays, 1 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Biedermann; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrier; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guille; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Herrero; Hinojosa; Holland; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Klick; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Meza; Middleton; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz;
Murphy; Murr; Neave; Nevárez; Noble; Oliverson; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Ramos; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Schaefer; Shaheen; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Smithee; Springer; Stephenson; Stickland; Stucky; Swanson; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Tinderholt; Toth; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wilson; Wray; Wu; Zedler; Zerwas; Zwiener.

Nays — Cain.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker(C).

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent, Excused, Committee Meeting — Deshotel.

STATEMENT OF VOTE

When Record No. 737 was taken, I was shown voting no. I intended to vote yes.

Cain

HB 3808 ON THIRD READING
(by Walle)

HB 3808, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to the filing of a degree plan by students at public institutions of higher education.

HB 3808 was passed by (Record 738): 126 Yeas, 7 Nays, 1 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Blanco; Bonnen; Bowers; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Claridy; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Cyrier; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Ger; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Herrero; Hinojosa; Holland; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Klick; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Meza; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Nevárez; Noble; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Ramos; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Schaefer; Shaheen; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Smithee; Springer; Stephenson; Stucky; Swanson; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Tinderholt; Toth; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wilson; Wray; Wu; Zedler; Zwiener.

Nays — Biedermann; Buckley; Cain; Craddick; Krause; Oliverson; Stickland.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker(C).
Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.
Absent, Excused, Committee Meeting — Deshotel.
Absent — Bohac; Middleton; Parker; Zerwas.

**STATEMENTS OF VOTE**

When Record No. 738 was taken, I was in the house but away from my desk. I would have voted yes.

Bohac

When Record No. 738 was taken, I was shown voting no. I intended to vote yes.

Buckley

When Record No. 738 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Cyrier

When Record No. 738 was taken, my vote failed to register. I would have voted no.

Middleton

When Record No. 738 was taken, my vote failed to register. I would have voted yes.

Parker

**HB 1026 ON THIRD READING**
(by Bohac and Allison)

**HB 1026**, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to instruction in positive character traits in public schools.

**HB 1026** was passed by (Record 739): 132 Yeas, 4 Nays, 1 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Biedermann; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Cain; Calanni; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrier; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Herrero; Holland; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Klick; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Meza; Middleton; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Nevárez; Noble; Oliverson; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Schaefer; Shaheen; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith;
STATEMENTS OF VOTE

When Record No. 739 was taken, I was shown voting no. I intended to vote yes.

Lang

When Record No. 739 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Rosenthal

HB 2789 ON THIRD READING
(by Meyer, Moody, S. Thompson, Price, Collier, et al.)

HB 2789, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to the creation of the criminal offense of unlawful electronic transmission of sexually explicit visual material.

HB 2789 was passed by (Record 740): 122 Yeas, 12 Nays, 1 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Calanni; Capriglione; Claridy; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrier; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Fierro; Frank; Frullo; Geren; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Herrero; Hinojosa; Holland; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, T.; Klick; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Meza; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Nevárez; Noble; Oliverson; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Ramos; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rosenthal; Sanford; Schaefer; Shaheen; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Smitee; Stephenson; Stucky; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Tinderholt; Toth; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wray; Zedler; Zerwas; Zwiener.

Nays — Biedermann; Cain; Canales; Flynn; Goldman; King, P.; Lang; Springer; Stickland; Swanson; Wilson; Zedler.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker(C).
Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.
Absent, Excused, Committee Meeting — Deshotel.
Absent — Gervin-Hawkins; Middleton; Rose.

**STATEMENTS OF VOTE**

When Record No. 740 was taken, I was shown voting no. I intended to vote yes.

Goldman

When Record No. 740 was taken, my vote failed to register. I would have voted no.

Middleton

When Record No. 740 was taken, I was in the house but away from my desk. I would have voted yes.

Rose

When Record No. 740 was taken, I was shown voting no. I intended to vote yes.

Swanson

When Record No. 740 was taken, I was shown voting no. I intended to vote yes.

Zedler

**HB 790 ON THIRD READING**

(by S. Davis, Farrar, and Leach)

**HB 790**, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to recovery of attorney’s fees in certain civil cases.

**HB 790** was passed by (Record 741): 136 Yeas, 1 Nays, 1 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Biedermann; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Cain; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrier; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; Gonzalez, J.; Gonzalez, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Herrero; Hinojosa; Holland; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Klick; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Meza; Middleton; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Munoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Nevarrez; Noble; Oliverson; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Ramos; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Schaefer; Shaheen; Sheffield; Shine; Smith; Smithee; Springer; Stephenson; Stickland; Stucky;
HB 4673 ON THIRD READING
(by Bailes)

HB 4673, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to the creation of the Chambers County Municipal Utility District No. 3; granting a limited power of eminent domain; providing authority to issue bonds; providing authority to impose assessments, fees, and taxes.

HB 4673 was passed by (Record 742): 116 Yeas, 20 Nays, 1 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Burns; Burrows; Button; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Gerin-Hawkins; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Harris; Herrero; Hinojosa; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Klick; Lambert; Landgraf; Larson; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Meza; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Neave; Nevárez; Noble; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddy; Parker; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Ramos; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Smithee; Stephenson; Stucky; Swanson; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Toth; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wilson; Wray; Wu; Zerwas; Zwiener.

Nays — Biedermann; Cain; Cyrier; Goldman; Hefner; Holland; Krause; Kuempel; Lang; Leach; Middleton; Murr; Oliverson; Patterson; Schaefer; Shaheen; Springer; Stickland; Tinderholt; Zedler.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker(C).

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent, Excused, Committee Meeting — Deshotel.

Absent — Coleman.
STATEMENT OF VOTE

When Record No. 742 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Parker

HB 2855 ON THIRD READING
(by Landgraf)

HB 2855, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to a study by the Texas A&M Transportation Institute on the impacts to state and local roads and bridges from increasing maximum weight limits for certain vehicles transporting sand.

HB 2855 was passed by (Record 743): 134 Yeas, 3 Nays, 1 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Cyrier; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Herrero; Hinojosa; Holland; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Klick; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Larson; Leach; Leman; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Meza; Middleton; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Nevérez; Noble; Oliverson; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Ramos; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Schaefer; Shaheen; Sheffield; Sherman; Shine; Smith; Smithee; Springer; Stephenson; Stucky; Swanson; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Tinderholt; Toth; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wilson; Wray; Wu; Zedler; Zerwas; Zwiener.

Nays — Biedermann; Cain; Stickland.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker(C).

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent, Excused, Committee Meeting — Deshotel.

HB 2079 ON THIRD READING
(by Coleman and Guillen)

HB 2079, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to compensation under the Crime Victims’ Compensation Act for certain expenses.

HB 2079 was passed by (Record 744): 136 Yeas, 0 Nays, 1 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Anderson; Ashby; Beckley; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bernal; Biedermann; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Burns; Burrows; Button; Cain; Calanni; Canales; Capriglione; Clardy; Cole; Coleman;
HB 2630 ON THIRD READING
(by J.E. Johnson)

HB 2630, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to physician and health care provider directories for certain health benefit plans.

HB 2630 was passed by (Record 745): 87 Yeas, 48 Nays, 2 Present, not voting.

Yeas — Allen; Allison; Ashby; Bailes; Beckley; Bell, K.; Bernal; Blanco; Bohac; Bonnen; Bowers; Bucy; Calanni; Clardy; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Craddick; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Dean; Fierro; Flynn; Frank; Frullo; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; Goldman; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Herrero; Hinojosa; Holland; Howard; Hunter; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kalac; King, K.; King, P.; King, T.; Klick; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Lang; Larson; Leach; Lemar; Longoria; Lopez; Lozano; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Metcalf; Meyer; Meza; Middleton; Miller; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Murphy; Murr; Neave; Nevárez; Noble; Oliverson; Ortega; Pacheco; Paddie; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Perez; Phelan; Price; Ramos; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sanford; Schaefer; Shaheen; Sheffield; Sherman; Smith; Smith; Springer; Stephenson; Stickland; Stucky; Swanson; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, E.; Thompson, S.; Tinderholt; Toth; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wilson; Wray; Wu; Zedler; Zerwas; Zwiener.

Nays — Anderson; Bell, C.; Biedermann; Buckley; Burns; Burrows; Button; Cain; Canales; Capriglione; Cyrier; Flynn; Frank; Goldman; Harless; Harris; Hefner; Holland; Hunter; King, P.; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Landgraf; Lang; Leach; Lemar; Metcalf; Middleton; Miller; Murphy; Murr; Noble; Parker; Patterson; Sanford; Schaefer; Shine; Smith; Smithee; Springer; Stickland; Swanson; Tinderholt; VanDeaver; Wilson; Wray; Zedler.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker(C); Zwiener.
Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.
Absent, Excused, Committee Meeting — Deshotel.
Absent — Longoria.

STATEMENTS OF VOTE

When Record No. 745 was taken, I was shown voting no. I intended to vote yes.

Burns

When Record No. 745 was taken, I was shown voting no. I intended to vote yes.

Kuempel

When Record No. 745 was taken, I was shown voting no. I intended to vote yes.

Lambert

When Record No. 745 was taken, I was shown voting no. I intended to vote yes.

Landgraf

When Record No. 745 was taken, I was shown voting no. I intended to vote yes.

Leach

When Record No. 745 was taken, I was shown voting no. I intended to vote yes.

Murr

When Record No. 745 was taken, I was shown voting no. I intended to vote yes.

Smith

When Record No. 745 was taken, I was shown voting no. I intended to vote yes.

Wray

When Record No. 745 was taken, I was shown voting present, not voting. I intended to vote yes.

Zwiener

HB 1276 ON THIRD READING
(by Rosenthal, Dutton, Bernal, et al.)

HB 1276, A bill to be entitled An Act relating to the assignment of a public school student to an uncertified teacher.

HB 1276 was passed by (Record 746): 78 Yeas, 55 Nays, 1 Present, not voting.
Yeas — Allen; Allison; Bailes; Beckley; Bernal; Biedermann; Blanco; Bowers; Buckley; Bucy; Calanni; Canales; Cole; Coleman; Collier; Cortez; Davis, S.; Davis, Y.; Fierro; Geren; Gervin-Hawkins; González, J.; González, M.; Goodwin; Guerra; Guillen; Harless; Herrero; Hinojosa; Howard; Israel; Johnson, E.; Johnson, J.E.; Kacal; King, K.; King, T.; Landgraf; Larson; Longoria; Lopez; Martinez; Martinez Fischer; Meyer; Meza; Minjarez; Moody; Morales; Morrison; Muñoz; Neave; Nevárez; Noble; Ortega; Pacheco; Perez; Ramos; Raney; Raymond; Reynolds; Rodriguez; Romero; Rose; Rosenthal; Sheffield; Sherman; Stephenson; Talarico; Thierry; Thompson, S.; Toth; Turner, C.; Turner, J.; VanDeaver; Vo; White; Wray; Wu; Zwiener.

Nays — Anderson; Ashby; Bell, C.; Bell, K.; Bonnen; Burns; Burrows; Button; Cain; Capriglione; Clardy; Craddick; Cyrer; Dean; Flynn; Frank; Goldman; Harris; Hefner; Hunter; King, P.; Klick; Krause; Kuempel; Lambert; Lang; Leach; Leman; Lozano; Metcalf; Middleton; Miller; Murphy; Murr; Oliverson; Paddie; Parker; Patterson; Paul; Phelan; Sanford; Schaefer; Shaheen; Shine; Smith; Smithee; Springer; Stickland; Stucky; Swanson; Thompson, E.; Tinderholt; Wilson; Zedler; Zerwas.

Present, not voting — Mr. Speaker(C).

Absent, Excused — Anchia; Darby; Dominguez; Dutton; Farrar; Gutierrez; Hernandez; Huberty; Johnson, J.D.; Lucio; Walle.

Absent, Excused, Committee Meeting — Deshotel.

Absent — Bohac; Frullo; Holland; Price.

STATEMENTS OF VOTE

When Record No. 746 was taken, my vote failed to register. I would have voted yes.

Bohac

When Record No. 746 was taken, I was in the house but away from my desk. I would have voted no.

Frullo

When Record No. 746 was taken, I was shown voting yes. I intended to vote no.

Landgraf

FIVE-DAY POSTING RULE SUSPENDED

Representative Klick moved to suspend the five-day posting rule to allow the Committee on Elections to consider HB 4128 at 8 a.m. Monday, April 29 in E2.016.

The motion prevailed.
Representative Frullo moved to suspend the five-day posting rule to allow the Committee on International Relations and Economic Development to consider HB 4753 at 9 a.m. Monday, April 29 in E2.014.

The motion prevailed.

(Speaker pro tempore in the chair)

**REMARKS ORDERED PRINTED**

Representative J. Turner moved to print remarks between Representative Lozano and Representative J. Turner on CSHB 2771 on second reading on April 16.

The motion prevailed.

**COMMITTEE MEETING ANNOUNCEMENTS**

The following committee meetings were announced:

- Energy Resources, upon final recess today, 1W.14, for a formal meeting, to consider pending business.
- Environmental Regulation, upon final recess today, Desk 89, for a formal meeting, to consider pending business.
- Homeland Security and Public Safety, upon final recess today, Desk 75, for a formal meeting, to consider pending business.
- Judiciary and Civil Jurisprudence, upon final recess today, Desk 21, for a formal meeting, to consider pending business.
- State Affairs, upon final recess today, 3W.9, for a formal meeting, to consider referred and pending business.
- Transportation, upon final recess today, 3W.3, for a formal meeting, to consider pending business.
- Ways and Means, upon final recess today, E2.030, for a formal meeting, to consider pending business.

**RECESS**

Representative Leach moved that the house recess until 9 a.m. tomorrow.

The motion prevailed.

The house accordingly, at 7:43 p.m., recessed until 9 a.m. tomorrow.

**ADDENDUM**

**SIGNED BY THE SPEAKER**

The following bills and resolutions were today signed in the presence of the house by the speaker:
MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE

The following messages from the senate were today received by the house:

Message No. 1

MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE
SENATE CHAMBER
Austin, Texas
Thursday, April 25, 2019

The Honorable Speaker of the House
House Chamber
Austin, Texas

Mr. Speaker:

I am directed by the senate to inform the house that the senate has taken the following action:

THE SENATE HAS PASSED THE FOLLOWING MEASURES:

SB 13 Creighton
Relating to restrictions on lobbying; creating a criminal offense.

SB 25 West
Relating to measures to facilitate the transfer, academic progress, and timely graduation of students in public higher education.

SB 243 Creighton
Relating to the carrying or storage of a handgun by a school marshal.

SB 339 Huffman
Relating to a seller’s disclosure notice for residential property regarding floodplains, flood pools, floodways, or reservoirs.

SB 991 Menéndez
Relating to a study on the issuance of digital identification.

SB 1262 Johnson
Relating to the allocation of hotel occupancy tax revenue collected by certain municipalities.

SB 1312 Lucio
Relating to certain programs to prevent vector-borne and zoonotic diseases in border counties; requiring an occupational license; authorizing a fee.

SB 1445 Perry
Relating to simplified certification and recertification requirements for certain persons under the supplemental nutrition assistance program.

SB 1453 Taylor
Relating to the use of calculator applications in place of graphing calculators in public schools.
**SB 1565**  
Fallon  
Relating to the medical authorization required to release protected health information in a health care liability claim.

**SB 1769**  
Taylor  
Relating to collection of taxes by the Texas Alcoholic Beverage Commission at certain ports of entry.

**SB 2127**  
Creighton  
Relating to a border operations training program for peace officers employed by local law enforcement agencies.

**SB 2223**  
Creighton  
Relating to the efficient provision of pilot services by the board of pilot commissioners for Harris County ports.

**SB 2232**  
Hancock  
Relating to a study of the elimination of the effects of federal renewable energy subsidies.

Respectfully,  
Patsy Spaw  
Secretary of the Senate

**Message No. 2**

MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE  
SENATE CHAMBER  
Austin, Texas  
Thursday, April 25, 2019 - 2

The Honorable Speaker of the House  
House Chamber  
Austin, Texas  

Mr. Speaker:  

I am directed by the senate to inform the house that the senate has taken the following action:

THE SENATE HAS PASSED THE FOLLOWING MEASURES:

**HB 1254**  
Murphy  
SPONSOR: Hancock  
Relating to the eligibility of land secured by a home equity loan to be designated for agricultural use for ad valorem tax purposes.

**SB 288**  
Miles  
Relating to the authority of a county assistance district to impose a sales and use tax.

**SB 340**  
Huffman  
Relating to the creation of a grant program to assist law enforcement agencies with the purchase of opioid antagonists.

**SB 693**  
West
Relating to the reporting of certain information involving family violence offenses.

**SB 901**
Hughes
Relating to election integrity; increasing a criminal penalty.

**SB 1268**
Watson
Relating to a statement presented in a criminal case by a victim, close relative of a deceased victim, or guardian of a victim.

**SB 1350**
Watson
Relating to the creation and operations of a health care provider participation program by a certain hospital district.

**SB 1370**
Nichols
Relating to invoices and payments under certain state contracts for outside legal services.

**SB 1691**
Fallon
Relating to expedited processing of certain applications for a license to carry a handgun; waiving a fee.

**SB 1835**
Alvarado
Relating to the creation of the Channelview Improvement District; providing authority to issue bonds; providing authority to impose fees and taxes.

**SB 1840**
Hinojosa
Relating to the assistance and technology fund and use of money in the fund.

Respectfully,
Patsy Spaw
Secretary of the Senate

Message No. 3

MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE
SENATE CHAMBER
Austin, Texas
Thursday, April 25, 2019 - 3

The Honorable Speaker of the House
House Chamber
Austin, Texas

Mr. Speaker:
I am directed by the senate to inform the house that the senate has taken the following action:

THE SENATE HAS PASSED THE FOLLOWING MEASURES:

**SB 76**
Hall
Relating to the security of the electric grid.

**SB 405**
Birdwell
Relating to the criminal offense of making a false report to a peace officer, federal special investigator, law enforcement employee, corrections officer, or jailer.
SB 652        Campbell
Relating to procedures and requirements for the issuance of certificates of obligation.
SB 668        Hughes
Relating to data collection, reporting, and notice requirements for certain educational entities.
SB 1055       Zaffirini
Relating to the administration by the Texas Workforce Commission of a workforce diploma pilot program.
SB 1121       Lucio
Relating to public health laboratory capabilities in certain counties.
SB 1164       Rodriguez
Relating to the disposition of an item bearing a counterfeit trademark seized in connection with a criminal offense.
SB 1225       Bettencourt
Relating to requirements for certain petitions requesting an election and ballot propositions.
SB 1235       Buckingham
Relating to the enrollment of health care providers in Medicaid.
SB 1279       West
Relating to prevention and early intervention programs and practices.
SB 1313       Lucio
Relating to demonstration programs for childhood obesity and chronic disease prevention in certain border counties.
SB 1672       Perry
Relating to the detection and mitigation of plant pests and diseases.
SB 1673       Perry
Relating to the creation of a grant program to assist certain counties with employing or contracting for a qualified emergency management coordinator.
SB 1780       Paxton
Relating to value-based arrangements in the Medicaid vendor drug program.
SB 1834       Alvarado
Relating to a study and pilot program regarding the use of incentives to purchase certain fruits or vegetables under the supplemental nutrition assistance program.
SB 2114       West
Relating to certain duties of law enforcement agencies concerning certain information subject to disclosure to a defendant.
SB 2373       Hughes
Relating to certain deceptive trade practices by interactive computer services.

Respectfully,
Patsy Spaw
Secretary of the Senate
STANDING COMMITTEE REPORTS

Favorable reports have been filed by committees as follows:

April 24

Appropriations - HB 634

Business and Industry - HB 4390, SB 234

Corrections - HB 936, HB 3978, HB 4566, HR 969, SB 1531

County Affairs - HB 924, HB 956, HB 1120, HB 1174, HB 1814, HB 2007, HB 2175, HB 2828, HB 3430, HB 3837, HB 3894, HB 4314, HB 4532, HB 4701

Criminal Jurisprudence - SB 20

Culture, Recreation, and Tourism - HB 4008, SB 496, SB 733

Defense and Veterans' Affairs - HB 295, HB 2646, HB 2885, HCR 91, HCR 148

Elections - HB 2586

Higher Education - HB 3890

Homeland Security and Public Safety - HB 3668, HB 4236, SB 325

Human Services - HB 4533

Insurance - HB 1903, HB 2102, HB 2104, HB 2289, HB 2536, HB 2658, HB 2816, HB 3228, HB 3308, HB 3338, HCR 90, SB 747

International Relations and Economic Development - HB 3511, HB 3942, HCR 13

Judiciary and Civil Jurisprudence - HB 280, HB 516, HB 732, HB 810, HB 1285, HB 1524, HB 2547, HB 2638, HB 2891, HB 2929, HB 3061, HB 3603, HB 3751, HB 4170, HB 4171, HB 4172, HB 4531

Juvenile Justice and Family Issues - HB 554, HB 1771, HB 3647

Land and Resource Management - HB 3477, HB 4656

Licensing and Administrative Procedures - SB 624 (corrected)

Natural Resources - HB 2660, HB 4669, SB 872, SB 881

Pensions, Investments, and Financial Services - SB 1823

Public Education - HB 570, HB 875, HB 963, HB 1017, HB 2691, HB 2881, HB 3403, HB 4242, HB 4454

Public Health - HB 1146, HB 1874, HB 2088, HB 2766, HB 3301, HB 3994, HB 4508, SB 21
State Affairs - HB 147, HB 1566, HB 1924, HB 2042, HB 3852, HB 4150, HB 4309
Transportation - HB 130, HB 803, HB 806, HB 962, HB 1770, HB 2292, HB 2301, HB 2531, HB 2814, HB 2833, HB 2834, HB 2835, HB 3207, HB 3221, HB 4362, HB 4498, HB 4727, HCR 70
Urban Affairs - HB 2288, HB 4249, HB 4733, SB 385, SB 642
Ways and Means - HB 2859, HJR 95

ENGROSSED

SENT TO THE GOVERNOR
April 24 - HB 826